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Abstract

A dilemma is posed by studies of galaxy evolution at intermediate redshifts. 
If evolutionéiry effects are neglected, simple models predict number densities 

of faint galaxies which are 2—5x lower than observed at z =  0.4. Yet the 
faint galaxy redshift distribution appears to be well modelled by the same 
no—evolution models. If low-mass starbursting gcilaxies are responsible for 
the excess, then the excess faint galaxy population should have rotation ve
locities lower than those of quiescent galaxies with the same luminosity.

This thesis describes the results of a limited survey of the internal kine
matics of intermediate redshift (z =  0.25—0.45) field galaxies. The goal of 

this survey was to find the unmistakable kinematical signature of low-mass 

steirbursting galaxies. Using the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope, spatially- 
resolved spectra of the [0 II] AA 3726—3729 Â doublet emission line have 
been obtained for 22 gcdaxies. High—spatial resolution has made it possible 
to extract Vrot sin i  zind [0 II] disk scale length from each gcdaxy spectrum 
using synthetic galeixy rotation curve fitting. It is found that about 25% of 

the galaxies in the sample have [Oil] kinematics unrelated to rotation. [Oil] 
emission is concentrated in the nucleus in these “kinematically anomzdous" 
galaxies. A Doppler ellipse similar to those found in loccd dwarf irregular 
galaxies has been observed in a z =  0.35 galaxy.

An intermediate redshift TuUy-Fisher (TF) relation defined by 12 kine
matically normal galaxies shows that these galaxies have a systematically 
lower rotation velocity (i.e. mass) for their luminosity than expected from 

the local T F  relation. These galaxies would have to fade by ~1.5—2 mag to 
lie on the local TF relation. This is consistent with starbursting dwarf galeixy 
models. Although the sample is small, there is zdso a hint that massive gcdax
ies do not lie as far off the local TF relation as low-mass ones. However, as
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shown using a large sample of local galaxies, the scatter in the local TF rela

tion is large, especially for late-type galaxies. Selection effects, peirticnlarly 
[Oil] emission strength, could be responsible for part of the observed TF shift 
if different star formation rates are responsible for the local TF scatter. A 
comparison with other works indicates tha t the luminosity-dependent lumi
nosity evolution scenario neatly explains all the available internal kinematics 
and surface brightness data.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

At the turn of the century, astronomers started to chart our Galaxy, the Milky 

Way, by studying the distribution, kinematics, and chemical abundances 

of different types of stars. Our understanding of the Milky Way has its 

foundation in their pioneering work. Today, éistronomers are faced with an 

equcilly daunting task: mapping the observable Universe. Their probes eire 

not stars but galaxies. While it is true that 4-m class telescopes have been in 

existence for decades, the task of cataloging countless galaxies sprinkled like 

grains of sand across the Universe seemed nearly impossible to astronomers 

armed with photographic plates. Their dismay was easily understandable 

considering the fact that an entire night was required to coUect enough light 

to determine the redshift of a single^ relatively nezirby galaxy.

Nowadays, astronomers can measure hundreds of redshifts in one night 

using the same telescopes. This tremendous gain in telescope efficiency comes 

from recent advances in sensitive digital detectors (known as charge-coupled 

devices or CCDs) and the advent of multi-object spectrographs. Equipped 

with these powerful “redshift machines”, eistronomers set out to count galax
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ies and measure their spatial distribution. They had hoped to determine 

the vsdues of fundamental cosmological constants linked to the topology of 

the Universe. It turned out otherwise. There were simply too many distant 

galaxies compared to what had been expected from studies of the neighbor

hood of the Milky Way. This puzzling observation became known as the 

faint galcixy excess problem. Though it has been the topic of extensive study 

in the astronomical literature, it has proven to be a particularly difficult 

problem to solve. Models proposed by astronomers to explain the distant 

Universe often had profound (and unforeseen) consequences on local galcixy 

properties — for example, the thickness of spiral disks, and the metaUicity of 

dwarf gedaxies, to name two.

Thanks to adaptive optics systems which can correct aberrations in as

tronomical images introduced by the E arth ’s atmosphere, it is now possible 

to study distant galaxies in greater detail eind measure their masses directly 

from their internal velocity fields. Internal kinematics is a  novel technique 

to tackle the faint galaxy excess problem — a technique that goes beyond 

redshift surveys. These surveys can provide information only on the global 

evolution of a galaxy population, whereas interned kinematics can be used 

to trace evolution in individual galaxies. The goal of this thesis is to use 

interned kinematics to probe the nature of distant galaxies and understand 

the m anner in which they evolve into the local galeixy population. As the 

reader wül see, the teisk is extremely ch allen ging since it involves working at 

the limits of detection and spatial resolution of current telescopes.

This thesis is orgeinized into nine chapters. Chapter 2  starts by showing 

how galaxy differential number counts N(m) and galaxy redshift distributions
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N(z) led to the faint galaxy excess problem. Chapter 3 describes faint galaxy 

models based on luminosity evolution and mergers. These two chapters éire 

intended to give the reader the background information needed to understand 

the motivation behind this thesis.

Chapter 4 explains how the internal kinematics of distant galaxies can be 

used to test faint gcdaxy models. Previous studies are discussed, and the goals 

of our survey, which was conducted at the Canada-Frcince-Hawaii Telescope 

(CFHT), are given. Sample selection, observations and data pre-processing 

are explained in Chapter 5. Chapter 6  shows how synthetic rotation curves, a 

pattern-recognition method based on a parzimetric fitting model, can be used 

to optimédly extract information on the internal kinematics of faint galcixies 

from very low signed-to-noise data. Topics covered in this chapter include the 

fitting model, the Metropolis algorithm used for finding parcimeter values, 

and the implementation of the synthetic rotation curve method within the 

IRAF environment.

Chapter 7 presents the results of the CFHT internal kinematics survey. 

Internal kinematics is compared to broad-band galaxy morphologies and sur

face brightness profiles, [Oil] morphologies and rotation velocities expected 

on the basis of the local Tully-Fisher relation.

The results are discussed in Chapter 8 . Kinematical evidence for lumi

nosity evolution is presented. The effects of uncertainties in the local Tully- 

Fisher on this kinematiccd evidence are explained. A compéirison with other 

works leads to the exciting conclusion that luminosity-dependent luminosity 

evolution is the cause of the faint galaxy excess problem.



Chapter 2 

The Faint GalsLxy Excess 
Problem

2.1 T he Local G alaxy L um inosity F unction

In order to talk about an excess, it is obviously important to define com

pared to what the excess is measured. The body of literature on the faint 

galaxy excess problem is considerable, but different studies have used dif

ferent references and this has led to confusing clcdms of various amounts of 

evolution over the péist half Hubble time. Galaxy luminosity functions (LFs) 

are usually expressed following Schechter (1976):

f  L \ d L (2.1)
where L is the galaxy luminosity and 4>{L) dL is the number of galaxies with 

luminosity between L and L-fdL per Mpc®. Equation 2.1 can be rewritten 

in absolute magnitude form as:

a+l
exp dM (2 .2 )
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where M is the gcilaxy absolute magnitude eind <f>{M) dM is the number of 

galcixies with magnitude between M and M +  dM per Mpc^. The Schechter 

function has three free parameters which must determined empirically: a , 

<t>* and M*. The slope of the LF at the faint end is determined by a . A 

luminosity function with a  =  —1.0 is said to be flat. M* is called the charac

teristic Schechter luminosity, and <f)* is the number of galcixies per Mpc^ per 

magnitude at the characteristic luminosity.

It turns out that there is considerable uncertainty in the local values of 

a  eind <f>*, and the root of this uncertainty is still not known. Part of the 

problem is that the parameters may be dependent upon galaxy morphological 

types, and the exact contribution of each galaxy type to the global LF is not 

well-known. The situation at higher redshifts is even worse cis different galaxy 

types may evolve differently and selection effects may favor the detection of 

certain gcdaxy types over others.

The Stromlo-APM survey (Loveday et al., 1992) studied a local saunple 

of 1769 galaxies complete down to a magnitude limit of b j =  17.15. The 

sample was drawn at random from the APM Bright Galaxy Catalog. They 

found that the local luminosity function was well fitted over the magnitude 

range —22 < M^^ < —15 by a Schechter function with peurameters MJ^ =  

— 19.50, a  =  —0.97 and <f>* =  1.40x10“  ̂ Mpc"®. Hence, the local luminosity 

function appeared to be flat.

The Las Campanas Redshift Survey (Lin et al., 1996) covered 18678 

galaxies with an average redshift of z =  0.1. The LCRS luminosity function 

could be fitted by a Schechter luminosity function with M* =  —20.29 +  5 

log h (h =  Ho/100), 4>* =  1.9x10"^ Mpc~^ eind a. =  —0.7 over the absolute
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magnitude range —23.0 < M—5 log h < —17.5. Moreover, the LCRS found 

tha t emission ([Oil] equivalent width > 5 Â) and non-emission galaxies had 

different luminosity functions, with emission galaxies dominating the faint 

end and non-emission galaxies prevailing at the bright end.

Both the Loveday et al. survey and the LCRS derived the same nor

malization (j)* for the local LF. However, when this normalization is used in 

models trying to reproduce faint number counts of galaxies, these models fall 

short by a factor of 2 at relatively bright magnitudes (B 16—18). Since 

it is believed tha t Ccirly-type galaxies are old, dynamiczdly relaxed systems, 

it is heird to understand why half of them would have disappeared over the 

past 5-6 Gyrs. Therefore, many faint galaxy studies have normalized their 

number count models to the observed counts at B ~  16—18. Any excess ob

served at fainter magnitudes (B ~  22—24) is measured over observed bright 

counts and not over the local luminosity functions.

The CfA Redshift Survey (Marzke et al., 1994b) covered 9063 galaxies 

with Zwicky m z  magnitude < 15.5 to calculate the galaxy luminosity function 

over the range —13 < < —22. For galaxies with velocities cz > 2500 km

s~^, the luminosity function was well-represented by a Schechter function 

with parameters =  4.0 xlO“  ̂ Mpc“^, M* =  —18.8 and a  =  —1.0. The 

normalization was a factor of 2 higher than found by the Stromlo-APM and 

LCRS surveys. When gJl galaxies with cz > 500 km s” ’̂ were included, the 

number of galaxies in the range —16 < M^ < —13 exceeded the extrapolation 

of the Schechter function by a factor of 3 — i.e. the LF rose steeply at 

magnitudes fainter than —16. This steep faint end excess was dominated 

by Magellanic spirals and irregulars, and their LF had M* =  —18.79, a  =
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—1.87 and =  0.6x10“® Mpc“® (Marzke efc éd., 1994a). This abundemce of 

intrinsically faint, blue nearby gcdaxies will obviously éiffect the magnitude of 

the excess seen in faint number counts éind could go a  long way in reconciling 

no-evolution standeurd models with faint number counts. It is not known at 

the present time why the steep faint end of the CfA local LF has not been 

detected by the Stromlo-APM and LCRS surveys.

Given the uncertednty in the local LF, it is reassuring to know that, as 

explained later, internal kinematics studies will not rely on the local LF to céd- 

culate the amount of luminosity evolution in intermediate redshift galaxies. 

However, the choice of loccd LF should be explicitly stated in einy compéir

ison between luminosity evolution meaisured from luminosity functions éind 

internal kinematics.

2.2 N u m b er C ounts

The simplest way to study gédéixies is to count how meiny there éire as a 

function of appéirent magnitude per unit area (usually deg®) on the sky. 

Number counts are usuédly denoted by N(m). It wets thought that N(m) 

could be used to constrain cosmologicéd models (Hubble éind Tolméin, 1935). 

For example, in an Euclideéin universe uniformly populated by gédéixies with 

the same intrinsic luminosity, the count slope 7  =  dlogN{Tn)/dm  should 

be equal to 0.6. It was soon realized that galaxy evolution could have at 

leéist as much of an effect on N(m) éis the geometry of the Universe. Also, 

number counts have a built-in weak point which mahes their interpretation 

difficult: galéixies with a wide reinge of intrinsic luminosities are included in
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each apparent magnitude bin. Number counts are the results of integrating 

over intrinsic luminosity and distance.

Early faint gedaxy counts showed a marked number excess over standard 

models incorporating 6 -corrections but neglecting evolutionary effects, and 

an overall blueing trend. Shanks et al. (1984) obtained h j  and vp galaxy 

number counts and colour distributions down to B ~  23. At h j  =  23, they ob

served three times as many galaxies as predicted by a  qo =  0.02 no-evolution 

model, but ip  counts were much closer to model counts. In the range 19.5 < 

tp  < 20.5, galaxy colors appeêired to be shifted towards the blue with respect 

to the data at brighter magnitudes, eind with respect to the prediction of the 

no-evolution model. Koo (1986) presented UBVI counts and color distribu

tions of ~  10000 galaxies to B ~  24. He found that U counts rose rapidly 

with magnitude with 7  =  0.68. Galaxies fainter than B ~  20 also had pro

gressively more of éin ultraviolet excess eventually exceeding that of Galactic 

sub dwarfs. The fraction of field gedaxies intrinsically bluer than B—V =  0.7 

increéised to ~  74% by z ~  0.4 from the loced value of ~  0.4. Tyson (1988) 

conducted a very deep multicolor imaging survey of 25000 galaxies that re

vealed strong evidence for color and luminosity evolution. Galaxy counts at 

b j  =  25 were a factor 5—15 above no-evolution models. The mean galaxy 

colours approached b j —R =  0, R —I =  0.8 at the faint limit compared to 

b j —R ~  2.0 at brighter magnitudes (R =  21).

More recent galaxy number counts confirmed the trends seen in earlier 

works. Metcalfe et al. (1991) determined B and R galaxy counts for 21 < 

B < 25 and 19 <  R < 23.5. They also found that B counts were system

atically higher than no-evolution model predictions. There was a factor of
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three excess in. the magnitude range 24.5 < B < 25. The status of galaxy 

counts as of 1993 was neatly presented in Figure 1 of Lilly (1993) reproduced 

in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 shows galaxy counts in B, I and K plotted against 

various models. The lower solid curve eind the dashed curve are no-evolution 

models with qo =  0.5 and qo =  0 respectively. The dot-dashed curve is a non

standard cosmological model with a non-zero cosmological constant (Qo =  

0.1, Ao =  0.9). The upper solid curve represents an evolving model in which 

the luminosities of Irr galcixies have been arbitrarily increased by a factor of 

41. Figure 2.1 clearly shows that the excess is more pronounced in B them 

in K. The K counts Eire almost fitted with a non-standard cosmology. The 

B counts cannot even be fitted with the extreme evolving model shown here. 

The color dependence of the excess is interpreted as increased star formation 

in faint galaxies. Different bandpcisses look at different stellar populations 

within galcixies. The B bandpass looks at the young, star-form ing component 

of galaxies whereas K looks at more long-lived, quiescent stellar populations. 

K band lu m in o sities  are therefore more representative of the masses of galax

ies and are less affected by gedaxy evolution.

Cowie e< al. (1991) obtained redshifts and K-band magnitudes for 22 

galaxies with B magnitudes down to 24. At B =  23—24, 30—80% of the 

galaxies were small, blue galaxies with median M^-, redshift and B—K color 

of —21.3 (L =  0.01 L*), 0.24 and 3.4 respectively. To explain such a large frac

tion of low-luminosity galaxies, a steep rise in the Schechter function faint 

magnitudes was required. This population of low-luminosity objects con

tained eis much K-band light as the normcd gedaxy population, which meeint 

they contedned eis much baryonic m atter eis the normal galaxy population.
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K-band counts over the range 10 < K < 23 (Gardner et al., 1993) showed 

a  change in slope a t K ~  17 from 7  =  0.67 to 7  =  0.26. At K ~  17, the 

median B —K color as a  function of K magnitude turned over, and gzdaxies 

fainter than K =  17 rapidly became bluer. Models with non-zero Aq did not 

appear to fit the counts: they overpredicted the faint end counts if evolution 

was added, and they underpredicted the bright end counts with no evolution. 

Gardner et al. expected their K magnitude-limited sample to be dominated 

by K* elliptical (K* is the K magnitude corresponding to the Schechter lu

minosity L*) Eind Sa galaxies. Since a passively evolving K* elliptical galcixy 

reaches K =  17 at z ~  1, their data indicated that the population of field 

galaxies had undergone an evolutionary changes by z c; 1 and that the colors 

were bluer than expected.

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has added a new dimension to num

ber counts. As discussed iu section 2.5, it is now possible with HST to 

determine galaxy number counts as a function of gcilaxy types and identify 

what population is responsible for the excess of faint galaxies.

2.3 R ed sh ift D istrib u tion

Redshift surveys are vastly superior to number count studies because the 

intrinsic luminosity of excess galaxies can be determined by using redshift 

as a  distcince indicator. Knowing their intrinsic luminosity helps in deciding 

what role selection effects may or may not play in the discrepancy between 

local and intermediate redshift samples. For example, galaxy surface bright

ness dimming goes as (l-fz)^ and such a strong function of redshift will work
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Figure 2.1: B, I and K galaxy number counts. Figure taken from Lilly (1993)
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against high, redshift galaxies. As discussed in Phillipps cind Driver (1995) 

cind references therein, there is also a local bias against low surface bright

ness galaxies. Distant galaxies are frequently surveyed with extremely low 

isophotal thresholds around = 2 5  mag/arcsec^ corresponding to an in

trinsic surface brightness ~  27.5 mag/arcsec^, but very little is known 

about local galaxies with surface brightness below ~  25 mag/arcsec^.

The heart of the faint galaxy problem lies with the fact that the same 

no-evolution models which fciil to explain the num ber counts discussed in 

the previous section seem to fit the redshift distributions N(z) of faint galax

ies. The contradiction between N(m) and N(z) poses a basic problem to 

understanding intermediate redshift galaxy evolution.

The Durham/Anglo-Australian Telescope faint gedaxy survey (Broad- 

hurst et al., 1988) studied over 200 field galaxies selected in apparent magni

tude slices in the reinge 20.0 < b j < 21.5 in five high Galactic latitude fields. 

The wavelength coverage seunpled distinctive spectral features such as [Oil] 

3727 Â and Ca II H and K 3968,3933 À over the redshift reinge 0 < z < 

0.6. The mean redshift was 0.25. No high redshift galaxies were found. All 

redshifts were below 0.47. This was a surprising result. Luminosity evolution 

in L* galaxies should have made them visible at higher redshifts. Their no

evolution model based on the DARS results (Peterson et al., 1986) provided 

a good fit to N(z) while falling short (by a factor of ~  1.5 at h j  =  21.5) of 

reproducing blue number counts. The observed [Oil] equivalent width dis

tribution N(Wa) showed an excess of [Oil] strong (Wa > 20 Â) objects. The 

slope of the counts 7 changed as a function of Wa, going from 7 =  0.18 for 

Wa < 20 Â to 7  =  0.61 for Wa > 20 Â. This excess matched the count excess
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at b j  ~  21—21.5, c in d , since [Oil] strong objects are usually very blue, they 

concluded that the excess population seen in the counts could be identified 

with the star-forming strong emission-line galaxies.

B etter constraints were placed on the evolution of galaxies with luminosi

ties greater than L* by the LDSS survey (CoUess et al., 1990; Colless et al., 

1993). This survey looked at 149 objects with magnitudes in the range 21 < 

b j <  22.5. The LDSS redshift distribution is reproduced in Figure 2.2. The 

LDSS survey found that no more than 2 % (90% confidence level) or 4% (99% 

confidence level) of galaxies brighter than by =  22.5 were at redshifts higher 

than 0.5. The 90% level upper limit on the number of high-redshift gcilaxies 

was not consistent with any evolution of the most luminous galaxies, amd the 

99% limit was consistent with no more than 1.0—1.2 magnitudes of bright

ening by z =  1. These limits led to the luminosity-dependent luminosity 

evolution hypothesis (discussed in section 3.1) to reconcile N(m) and N(z). 

The b j —rj? colors as a  function of redshift in the LDSS survey spanned the 

full range of colors expected from the reddest spectral energy distributions 

of E/SO Etnd the spectral energy distribution of the bluest local galaxy, NGC 

4449. In fact, some LDSS galaxies were bluer than NGC 4449 would appear 

a t those redshifts.

The deepest B band redshift survey is the LDSS-2 (Glazebrook et al., 

1995a). It produced 73 redshifts for objects in the magnitude range 22.5 

< B <  24. The median redshift was z =  0.46. The survey showed a large 

excess of galaxies at z ~  0.4 with respect to luminosity evolution models of 

the form L oc ( 1  +  bz) with b=0 being the no-evolution case. There was an 

increase in the space density of galaxies with L Lg(z =  0) which could arise
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Figure 2.2: The LDSS Redshift Distribution taken from Colless et al. (1993). 
The solid curve is the shape of the distribution predicted for no evolution of 
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through mergers or luminosity-dependent luminosity evolution. The survey 

also showed no trace of an excess of z <  0 . 2  galaxies predicted by models 

trying to explain number counts solely on the basis of a steep faint end to 

the local luminosity function.

A K-band selected redshift survey of 124 galaxies down to K ~  17.3 

(Glazebrook et al., 1995c) showed no evidence for evolution of the K-band 

luminosity function below z =  0.5, but the luminosity function required a 

high normalization of (f>* =  0.026 h^ Mpc"®. Beyond z =  0.5, increased 

by 0.75 mag at z =  1. This result was opposite to expectations from simple 

merger-dominated models in which the masses of galaxies should decrezise 

with redshift.

2.4  E vo lu tion  o f  th e  G a laxy  L um inosity F unc
tion

Section 2.3 discussed what was known about N(z) as of 1993. Two recent 

surveys have greatly contributed to the understanding of the evolution of the 

galaxy luminosity function with redshift: The CFRS and Autofib Surveys. 

Both deserve special attention as they provide an importéint framework for 

the interpretation of results from an internal kinematics survey.

2.4.1 The Canada-France Redshift Survey

The Canada-France Redshift Survey (CFRS) (Lilly et al. 1995, and refer

ences therein) consists of 591 galaxies with secure redshifts (17.5 < Iab < 

22.5, 0.02 < z <  1.2). This long redshift baseline, a unique characteristic of
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the CFRS, makes it possible to study the evolution of the galcixy luminosity 

function without relying on local samples. Figure 2.3 shows the CFRS galcixy 

luminosity function as a  function of redshift with galaxies split according to 

color (blue =  bluer than She). The local LF of Loveday et al. (1992) is 

plotted in all the panels as a reference keeping in mind that is has not been 

color-split the way the CFRS sample has been.

Figure 2.3 illustrates a  number of important points. There is clear ev

idence for a  population of faint galcixies (Mab(jB) ~  —18) in the lowest 

redshift bin with a significantly higher comoving number density than in the 

local LF of Loveday et al. (1992). There is no evidence for evolutionary 

changes in the galaxy population between the 0.05 < z < 0.2 and 0.2 < z < 

0.5 redshift bins, but there are significant differences with the Loveday LF. 

However, uncertainties in the local luminosity function (see 2.1) make it hard 

to determine whether there is evolution back to z ~  0.2. There is no change 

in the LF of redder galaxies over the entire CFRS redshift baseline. There

fore, there is no evidence for a substeintial decrease with increasing redshift as 

expected if redder ggilaxies formed through mergers of mzissively star-forming 

sub-units, and the brightening is no more than a few tenths of magnitude as 

expected &om the passive evolution of an old steUar population.

There is substantial evolution in the luminosity function of blue galaxies 

over the range 0 .2  <  z <  1 .0  which could be viewed either as a  luminosity 

brightening with look-back time or eis an increeise in the galaxy comoving 

density. For exemple, the blue 0.50 <  z < 0.70 luminosity function could 

equally well be fitted by shifting the local LF to the left (luminosity bright

ening) or shifting the loceil LF upweirds (number density increase). CFRS
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Figure 2.3: The CFRS galaxy luminosity as a function of redshift. Figure 
taken from Lilly et al. (1995).
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cannot distinguish between the two. Between 0.2 <  z < 0.5 and, 0.5 < z 

< 0.75, the luminosity function brightens by about 1 magnitude. There is 

no change at the bright end when going to 0.75 < z <  1.0, but there is an 

additional brightening of 1 mag around M a b {B) ~  —20. It is im portant to 

note that this observed evolution does not depend on the local luminosity 

function a t all.

Since the current [Oil] kinematics survey covers blue galaxies with red

shifts 0.25 < z < 0.45 (see section 5.1), the blue CFRS 0.20 < z < 0.50 

redshift bin is of particular interest here. It is interesting to note that, in 

this redshift bin, the bright end of the CFRS LF (M ^ (R )  ~  —20.5) is signif

icantly below the Loveday LF whereas the faint end (M > —19) lies above it. 

Since the number of red cind blue gcilaxies is nearly equal, it is reasonable to 

renormalize the Loveday LF by shifting it down by 0.3 dex. W ith this renor

malization, the bright end of the CFRS LF now agrees with the Loveday LF. 

This renormalization also leads to much more evolution at Mab(B) ~  —19.5 

than suggested by the initial layout of Figure 2.3.

The shape of the blue CFRS LF’s as a function of redshift is also interest

ing because it raises the question of whether it can be adequately described 

by a Schechter function (Schechter, 1976). The blue CFRS LF in the 0.05 < 

z < 0.2 and 0.2 < z < 0.5 redshift bins looks as though it could be fitted by a 

steep straight line, the 0.50 <  z < 0.70 LF looks more Schechter-Iike, amd the 

0.75 <  z <  1.0 LF again looks more like a steep straight line. This behavior 

is reflected in the values of a . In the 0.50 < z <  0.70 redshift bin where the 

blue LF appears to be Schechter-like, a  has a value of —1.07 which is close 

to the Loveday value. In the 0.2 < z < 0.5 and 0.75 < z < 1.0 redshift bins.
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a  has much steeper values of —1.34 and —1.56. However, as stressed by the 

CFRS collaboration, there is a  limited range of luminosities present in the 

survey a t each epoch, and the parameter values of their Schechter segments 

were not intended as true determinations. If the luminosity function in the

0.2 < z <  0.5 redshift bin truly has a steeper slope and a higher normcdiza- 

tion than the Loveday LF, then  there is room for considerable evolution at 

M a b ( B )  ~  —19 to —18 at those redshifts.

2.4.2 The Autofib Survey

The Autofib Survey (EUis et al., 1996) has used the Autofib fibre positioner 

on the Anglo-Australian Telescope to collect large numbers of redshifts. The 

collaboration has collected over 1700 redshifts for gcilaxies with appeirent 

magnitude in the range 11.5 <  b j  < 24.0 to determine the rest-frame B-band 

galcixy luminosity function (LF) as a function of redshift and star-fbrmation 

activity from z =  0 to z ~  0.75. The range of apparent magnitudes makes it 

possible to study the shape of the LF as a function of redshift. (The CFRS 

could only provide information on “Schechter segments” due to its narrower 

range of apparent magnitudes.) The Autofib survey used the [Oil] emission 

line as a star-fbrmation activity indicator, and the dividing line between 

quiescent and active galaxies was set at a rest-freime equivalent width W a of

20 Â.

Locally (z <  0.1), the Autofib luminosity function is fitted with a Schechter 

faint end slope of a  ~  —1 .1  and Schechter normalization <f>* of 0.026 h  ̂

Mpc~^, which argues for a high normalization of the local LF. The luminos

ity function as a  function of redshift shows strong evolution, especially for
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galaxies with luminosities fainter than L*. In the redshift ranges 0.15—0.35 

and 0.35—0.75, the faint end steepens to a  =  —1.41 and a  =  —1.45. The 

picture is particularly revealing when the luminosity functions of quiescent 

cind active galaxies are constructed separately. Although the faint end of 

both LF’s is flat locally, the LF of galaxies with Wa > 20 Â steepens to a  

=  —1.44 beyond z =  0.25 whereas the LF of quiescent galcixies remeiins flat. 

The space density of star-forming gcdaxies decreeised at all luminosities by 

almost a factor of 2 from z ~  0.4 to z ~  0.15. This decline corresponds to 

an overall fading of the star-forming population of 0.5 mag over this redshift 

range. As other redshift surveys, the Autofib survey cannot constrain the 

luminosity evolution of individuad galaxies. The steepening of the overadl LF 

with lookback time is of the form orginaHy postulated by Broadhurst et al. 

(1988).

2.5 H u b b le  Space T elescope Im aging

The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has a point-spread-function FWHM of 

0705. W ith this incredible spatial resolution, it is now possible to classify 

high-redshift galaxies according to the Hubble sequence, and, to quantify 

galaxy morphology with parameters such as central surface brightness, axied 

ratio, bulge-to-disk ratio, disk scale length and light profile models (point 

source, r^/^, exponential). Although seimples are still fairly small, very in

teresting results have been obtained, and HST imaging offers the exciting 

possibility of determining the morphology of the galaxies responsible for the 

faint galaxy excess.
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Axial ratio is the simplest morphological parameter to meeisure. It ap

pears th a t the axial ratio distribution of small (half-light radius <  077), faint 

(I ~  20.5) galaxies with exponential surface brightness profile has a marked 

excess at ratios around 0.7 (round =  1.0) over local samples of spired galaxies 

(Im et al., 1995). The excess galaxies are similar to local dweirf galaxies: 

same zixial ratio distribution and colors ((B—V)o — 0.4, (U—B)o ^  0 .2 ). 

These “Small Exponential EUipticed (SEE)” galcixies make up 21—25% of 

the population mix at 2 0  <  I <  2 1 . Combined with irregular/peculiar galax

ies, they could be responsible for up to 80% of the galaxy excess over model 

predictions. The presence of such large numbers of SEEs could be explained 

by a steep (a  ~  —1.4 to — 1.8) local luminosity function or a starburst stage 

around z~0.5 caused by minor mergers.

O ther studies (Driver et al., 1995; Glazebrook et éd., 1995b) have pro

duced deep (I ~  24.2 or B ~  26) morphological number counts based on 

light profiles, bulge-to-disk ratios and direct images. The counts showed 

that the galaxy mix at faint magnitudes diflfers from our local neighborhood. 

There was a steep rise in the number of late-type and irregulcir/ peculiar 

gcdaxies. Sd/Irr galaxies made up 30—50% of the total population as op

posed to 8—10% in the CfA survey (Marzke et al., 1994a). The number 

counts for early-types (E/SO, Sabc) were consistent with little or no evolu

tion if number count models were normalized to the observed counts at b j 

=  18—20. This normalization was twice as high zis the (̂ * value derived for 

local surveys (Loveday et al., 1992; Lin et al., 1996). The number counts 

of late-type/irregular galaxies were modelled in four different ways: (1 ) a 

no-evolution model based on the Loveday luminosity function for late-types.
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(2) a  no-evolution model based on the Marzke LF (Marzke et al., 1994a) for 

late-types, (3) an evolving model with a burst in the Sd/Irr population at z 

=  0.5, cind (4) a dwarf-rich model with a  = —1.8 and a free normalization 

chosen to fit the counts. Models (1) and (2) under-predicted the number of 

observed late-types/Irrs. In model (3), the increase in luminosity required 

for the entire late-type population to match the counts with the Loveday et 

al. (1992) LF and with the Marzke et al. (1994a) LF were A m  =  2.0 mag

nitudes and A m  = 1.3 magnitudes respectively. The counts could also be 

matched with the Marzke et al. (1994a) LF and a A m  =  2.0 mag increase in 

luminosity in 20% of the late-type population. These increases in luminosity 

A m  are consistent with a 1 Gyr burst in a dweirf galeixy followed by ein ex

ponential faU-off (see Section 3.1). In model (4), a  value of of 3.5 x 10“  ̂

Mpc“® was required to m atch the counts. This is five times the Loveday et 

al. (1992) normalization, eind it is inconsistent with faint redshift surveys as 

it predicts too meiny low-redshift objects.

Three interesting results ceime from a queintitive study of a sample of 

32 gedaxies with magnitudes 17.5 <  Iab <  22.5 and redshifts 0.5 < z < 1.2 

(Schade et al., 1995). First, galcixies at z ~  0.75 exhibit the same range of 

morphological types as seen locally (ellipticals, spirals and irregulars). Sec

ond, 30% of the sample were so-called “blue nucleated galaxies” . They had 

asymmetric/peculiar structures and blue, compact components not always 

centered on the galaxies. Diagnostic line ratios ([OIIj/H^g and [OIII]/H^) in

dicated th a t the compact components were sites of star formation. As shown 

later (section 7.3), these blue nucleated galaxies appear to be directly linked 

to the peculiar [Oil] kinematics observed in our survey even though it covers
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a  lower range of redshifts. Third, the central surface brightness of gcdaxies at 

z ~  0.7 was =  20.2 ±  0.25 mag arcsec^ — i.e. 1.2 mag brighter than

the Freeman value found in local spiral galaxies. This increase in rest-frame 

surface brightness indicates that galactic disks undergo strong evolution at 

those redshifts, probably as a result of global star formation.

The work of Schade et al. (1995) has recently been extended with dra

matic results (Schade et al., 1996a; Schade et al., 1996b). They studied 

the surface brightness of 351 cluster and field disk galaxies over the redshift 

reinge 0.1 < z <  0.6, eind 166 cluster and field early-type galaxies. Both 

samples were drawn from the CNOC gedeixy cluster survey (Ceirlberg et al., 

1994; Yee et éd., 1996). Disk and early-type galaxies evolve significantly 

over that redshift range. Moreover, there weis no significant difference in 

evolution in clusters and in the field. At redshifts of (0.23,0.43,0.55), the 

disk surface brightness in cluster and field late-type galaxies was higher in 

the B-band by A^o(B) =  (—0.58±0.12,—1.22±0.17,—0.97±0.2) mag respec

tively compared to the local Freeman law. For early-type gcdaxies, their 

surface brightness increased by (—0.25±0.10,—0.55±0.12, —0.74±0.21) mag 

at redshifts of (0.23,0.43,0.55) compared to a local z=0.06 Mxb(B) versus Re 

relation. The amount of brightening was consistent with passive evolution of 

an old, single-burst population. The fact that galaxies evolved sim ilarly in 

clusters and in the field was remarkable.

HST imaging has shown that late-type/irregular galaxies were respon

sible for the faint galaxy excess. The exact amount of luminosity evolution 

remains dependent upon uncertainties in the local luminosity function, but 

plausible models indicate that it must be at least one magnitude by z =  0 .5 .



Chapter 3 

M odels

To explain the faint gcilaxy excess, it is feiLr to say that there is also an excess 

in the number of models trying to explain it. When confronted with an excess 

of faint galaxies, the first step is to decide whether bright, distant galaxies 

or faint, nearby ones are responsible.

Models can be broadly divided into two scenarios: mergers and lumi

nosity evolution. These scenarios Eure not mutually exclusive. For example, 

minor mergers could be triggering bursts of stcir formation at intermediate 

redshifts resulting in significant changes to the total luminosity of a galaxy. 

The two scenarios aure simply divided inasmuch as they involve changes in 

different variables: number density and luminosity. Redshifts surveys have 

been unable to distinguish between the two since the evolution seen in lumi

nosity functions as a function of redshift can either be fitted by an increase 

in the Schechter normalization <{>* (upward shift of the LF) or an increaise 

in the Schechter luminosity L* (leftward shift of the LF). This ambiguity is 

removed in internal kinematics studies since they are able to measure lu

minosity evolution in iadividued galeodes. Mergers cind luminosity evolution

24
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are discussed below to provide a framework for the interpretation of internal 

kinematics results.

3.1  L um inosity  evolu tion

Locally, only dwarf galaxies have sufficiently high comoving density to be 

the counterparts of the faint blue galaxy population at intermediate redshifts; 

this fact led some to suggest that excess faint galaxies might be dwarf gcdaxies 

brightened by bursts of star formation (Broadhurst et al., 1988; Babul and 

Rees, 1992). The amount of star formation required by this scenario has 

importemt implications for metal abundance and gas loss in Irr galaxies (Lilly,

1993).

The Broadhurst et al. (1988) "starbursting dwarfs" model is based on 

the fact that gas content M g/ of a galaxy is related to its luminosity, Lg, via 

a simple relation of the form Lg oc and on the reasonable assumption

that star-fbrmation rates Eire proportioned to the gets content during a burst. 

This model could be used to determine a relationship between star formation 

emd galaxy luminosity. For the caise (3 = 1 (late-type systems have > 1 ), 

the burst strength is independent of absolute magnitude whereeis a leirge 

vedue of (3 (>  4) produces a strong magnitude-dependence for the burst —

i.e. evolution is much more important for lower luminosity galeodes. Dwarf 

galeixies eire therefore selectively brightened up to L* whereas gedeixies now 

at L* see their luminosity virtuedly uncheinged. This luminosity-dependent 

luminosity evolution would expleiin the absence of a high redshift tail in the 

redshift distribution of faint blue galeixies and the low median of the redshift
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distribution. A 0.1 Gyr burst converting 5 per cent of the galaxy mass into 

stars is sufficient to increase the B-band luminosity of the galaxy by 2 .2  mag.

The amount of star formation produced by this model is limited by metal 

production considerations. A rough estimate of the féir-ultraviolet (2500Â) 

luminosity of the faint blue galaxies population suggests that, over a timescale 

of 6 h ^  Gyr (0.2 < z <  1 ), a global metal density of approximately 10®'̂  

M@ Mpc~® (independent of Ho and qo) wiU be produced. This is an order 

of magnitude léirger than the metal density (~  10® ° hgo M@ Mpc“°) seen 

in the local Irr galaxies with comparable comoving density (Lilly, 1993). To 

avoid this metal enrichment problem, star-bursting gcdaxies would have had 

to remove 90% of their metal enriched gas. This is not ruled out by current 

gas loss models (Dekel and Silk, 1986), but the intergalactic medium would 

be considerably enriched.

Babul and Rees (1992) proposed a model in which faint blue gzdaxies 

were an entirely new population with a comoving density higher than any 

local population. In their model, faint blue galaxies were low-mass galaxies 

experiencing their starburst a t z ~  1 . To explain the formation of faint blue 

galaxies, they used a generic hierarchical model in which mini-haloes (M~10° 

M@) condensed 6 om the expanding background and viricdized at a redshift 

of about 3. The onset of star formation wéis delayed by the UV intergalactic 

background radiation produced by quasars and /or by young galaxies. At 

z=2, this UV background was sufficiently intense to keep the gas trapped in 

the potential wells of the mini-haloes in a photoionized state. Thus, the gas 

could not concentrate towards the center to become gravitationaUy unsta

ble and form stars. From z= 2  and the present epoch, the UV background
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strength, fell sharply by a factor of about 100. It ceased to be able to pho- 

toionize a protogcilaxy eiround z =  1 , and star formation began at that epoch. 

A few million years thereafter, the first generation of supemovae began to 

explode. These explosions pumped enough energy in the interstellar medium 

to trigger a  gas outflow. In low density regions where the pressure of the in

tergalactic medium (IGM) was low, all the gas was ejected firom the gcilaxy. 

The loss of gas quenched star formation, and the gcilaxy faded away. In 

high density regions, the IGM stopped the escaping wind, emd the gas then 

fell back on to  the core where it was reprocessed in repeated bursts. These 

galaxies then evolved to become the present-day dwarf ellipticals seen within 

regions of high IGM density — i.e. ciround giant galaxies. It is interesting 

to note that the result of such an episodic star formation scenario may have 

been observed in the Carina dwarf spheroidal (Smecker-Hane et al., 1994).

3.2 M erger m odel

To circumvent the metcil production problem Eind the absence of a high- 

redshift tail in redshift distributions, others (Rocca—Volmerange and Guider- 

doni, 1990; Broadhurst et al., 1992) have suggested a high merger rate for the 

faint blue galaxies to reduce their z~0.4 comoving density to the present-day 

value. A consequence of this strong merger model is th a t most metails would 

end up in L* galcixies, where they are found today. However, this picture 

suflfers from severed problems.

Only roughly 15% by light of the galeixies at z =0.35 can merge into ellip

ticals, otherwise there would be too much blue light in local ellipticed galaxies
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(Dalcanton, 1993). Only 4—15% by mass of the galaxies at z=0.35 can be 

removed by merging into spiral galaxies. More extensive merging could vio

late the constraints on the thinness of spiral disks(Toth and Ostriker, 1992; 

Dalcanton, 1993). This constraint is based on the assumption tha t the en

ergy deposited in disks by mergers goes into random motion (“disk heating”). 

However, if spiral disks are more resilient and the energy goes into exciting 

coherent modes in disks as suggested by others (Huang cind Carlberg, 1996), 

then present-day galaxies could have accreted satellites with up to 25-30% 

of their msiss without detectable thickening of their disks.

Faint gedaxies are surprisingly weeikly clustered (Efstathiou et al., 1991). 

Their clustering amplitude, a factor of 2 lower than local normal galeixies, is 

simileir to th a t of loced starbursting and HII galaxies (Infante and Pritchet, 

1995). Merger rates required to remove the excess galaxies eire uncomfortably 

large eis a typical galaxy at z =  0.3 must merge with 15-30% of all its neighbors 

within 750 h[|^ kpc (Bernstein et éd., 1994). In other, milder merger scenarios 

(Carlberg emd Cheirlot, 1992), galaxies undergo extensive merging between z 

=  1 and z =  0.5. At z =  1 , the cheiracteristic gedeixy mass is 25% of the z =  

0 value. Interactions at z< 0.5 mainly brighten and blue galaxies with little 

cheinge in comoving density.
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Internal K inem atics of D istant 
G alaxies

4.1 A  C ritical T est

Internal kinematics directly measures a fundamentcd property of gcdaxies: 

mass. It can therefore be a  powerful probe of the nature of intermediate 

redshift galaxies. The idea is simple: if intermediate redshift galaxies are as 

massive as “normal” spirals such as the Müky Way (instead of being dwarf 

gcdaxies), we would observe rotation velocities of ~  200 km /s. On the other 

hand, if they are really lower mass objects that have been boosted in luminos

ity by ~ 1 0 x as suggested in the luminosity-dependent luminosity evolution 

scenéLiio, then the TF relation predicts that their rotation velocities will be ~  

100 km /s. This approach is direct. It is not aSected by uncertainties in mod

els based on local luminosity functions. Also, whereas luminosity functions 

derived from redshift surveys show the evolution of a population as a whole, 

the present approach can measure luminosity boosting in individual galaxies 

and can thus tie luminosity boosting directly to other gedaxy properties on

29
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a galaxy by galaxy basis.

Luminosity evolution wiU shift the TuHy-Fisher relation to brighter mag

nitudes at intermediate redshifts. If merging has been a sign ificant process 

in the evolution of galaxies over the last 5—6 Gyrs, galaxies should be less 

meissive at z ~  0.4. This would shift the TuLLy-Fisher relation to lower ro

tation velocities. It would seem at first glance that the two effects cannot 

be disentangled. However, significant mergers would certainly modify the 

structure (e.g. disk scale length) of galaxies as a  function of time. There

fore, pure luminosity changes can be isolated by comparing the luminosity of 

intermediate redshift galaxies with the luminosity of local galaxies with the 

same size Eind rotation velocity.

4.2  P rev iou s S tudies

Most previous kinematical studies (Franx, 1993; Vogt et éd., 1993; Colless, 

1994; Koo et éd., 1995; Forbes et éd., 1995) have either suffered from smédl 

séimples or the lack of spatiéd information, but they have shown that current 

telescopes can tackle the téisk of meéisuring the internal kinematics of inter

mediate redshift gédaxies. In cases where spatial information wéis available, 

galaxies were typicédly at low redshifts and had relatively large intrinsic sizes.

Two studies had spatiéd information. Franx (1993) used the Multiple- 

Mirror Telescope (MMT) to measure the rotation curve of an E+A  galéixy 

in Abell 665 at z =  0.18. The gédaxy had an exponential disk scale length 

of 6.5 h ^  kpc, and its circuléir velocity wéis estimated at ~  270 km /s. The 

gédaxy Wéis offset by —2.2 mag from the Faber-Jackson relation éind by —0.3
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mag from the Tully-Fisher relation. Vogt et al. (1993) used the Hale 5-m 

telescope to observe the [Oil] doublet (AA3726,3729) and the [OUI] line pair 

(AA4959,5007) in four galaxies at redshifts between 0.20 and 0.38. These 

galaxies were large intrinsically and had unusually strong [Oil] emission. 

Two galaxies had [OH] emission concentrated in the nucleus. The other two 

gcdaxies had rotation velocities of 166 and 253 km/s which corresponded to 

offsets from the TuUy-Fisher relation of —3.1 and —0.9 mag respectively.

CoUess (1994) observed 54 galaxies with the Autofib fibre spectrograph 

on the A AT. The galaxies had redshifts in the range 0.15—0.35, [Oil] equiv

alent widths > 2 0  Â. , bj — rp colors < 1 .2  and bj magnitude in the range 

21.25—22.0. Twenty-four galaxies had detectable [Oil] emission. Of the 24 

detections, 9 had <r <  70 km/s and 15 had <7 in the range 70—200 km /s 

(11 had (T > 100 km /s). The preliminary conclusion of this work Wcis that 

although some galaxies at z =  0.15—0.35 may be dwarfs, the majority had 

velocities typical of normal present-day galaxies.

Koo et al. (1995) measured line widths in a sample of 17 galaxies at z 

~  0.1—0.7 with the Keck telescope. Twelve of these galeixies were compact 

(steUcir-like), narrow emission line galaxies (CNELGSs), and five were more 

extended objects with colors amd emission lines sim ilar to CNELGSs. The 

galaxies were aiU luminous with Mg ~  —2 1 . Meeisured velocity widths were 

between 28 emd 157 km /s instead of <r ~  200 km/s expected for nearby spiral 

galaxies of similar luminosity. Objects with cr < 65 km/s foUowed the seime 

correlations between cr and both blue and Hg luminosities eis those of nearby 

HII galeixies (TeUes and Terlevich, 1993).

Forbes et al. (1995) measured velocity line widths in 18 faint field galeix-
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ies with 19 <  I <  22 and 0.2 < z < 0.4. Their sample showed a brightening 

of ~ 1  mag in the Imninosity-disk size and luminosity-internal velocity rela

tions. However, their determination of brightening in the luminosity-internal 

velocity relation appears to have been measured with respect to the Rubin 

et al. (1985) relations. The slopes of these relations are incorrect as shown 

in Figure 8.4, and lead to an underestimate of the luminosity brightening.

A recent internal kinematics study (Vogt et al., 1996) presented a beau

tiful set of rotation curves for nine faint field galaxies in the redshift range 

0.1 < z < 1 observed with the Keck Telescope. The rotation curves ap

peared sim ilar to those of local galaxies in both form and amplitude. The 

galaxies in this Keck sample were all brighter than Mg =  —20.7 except for 

two galaxies with Mg =  —19.3 emd Mg =  —19.8. Their sample therefore 

was a full magnitude brighter in absolute magnitude them the CFHT sample 

presented in Section 5.1. Owing to limited spatial resolution, the galaxies 

in the Keck sample were intrinsically big. Their disk scale lengths were cJl 

greater than 3.0 kpc except for one galaxy with a scale length of 1.8 kpc. 

These intrinsic sizes were much larger than the typical size of the objects 

studied in this thesis. Clearly, the two samples occupy different niches, and 

this has very interesting consequences as discussed in Section 8.4. The Keck 

study showed that at least some massive disks were in place at z ~  1. The 

kinematics of the Keck galaxies showed evidence for only a modest increase 

in luminosity (AMg <  0.6 mag) compared to the local Tully-Fisher relation 

of Pierce and Tully (1992). This is not surprising considering that all the 

galaxies are bright and massive. One would not expect to see any brighten

ing in these galaxies based on a luminosity-dependent luminosity evolution
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scencirio. This issue is further discussed iu Section 8.4.

4.3  S p atia lly -R eso lved  [Oil] In tern al K inem at
ics

4.3.1 Physics o f the [Oil] emission line doublet

Young, bright stars axe usually embedded in clouds of gas which are photoion

ized by energetic photons from these stars. The Hoc Balmer line of hydrogen 

at 6562.8 Â is the best tracer of stzir formation because in ionization-bounded 

HII regions, the Balmer emission line luminosities scale directly with the ion

izing fluxes of the embedded stars. The Hoc lir 'an therefore be used to 

derive quantitative star formation rates in galaxies. However, beyond red- 

shifts of z=0.2—0.3, Hoc becomes redshifted to the near infrared where many 

strong sky emission lines are present.

UV radiation produced by young, massive stars shortward of 730 Â is 

sufflcient to photoionize heavier elements such as neutral oxygen. The [Oil] 

AA3726-3729 Â doublet is the strongest feature after H a. [Oil] equivalent 

widths are well correlated with H a, but [Oil] has on average half the flux 

as H a. The [Oil] doublet is the most prominent feature in the spectra of 

faint galaxies in the blue, and it is a prime candidate for tracing the internal 

kinematics of the ionized gas. The ^D3/2->“S3 /2  and ^Ds/2^ ‘‘S3/2  transitions 

give rise to the 3726.1 Â and 3728.8 Â emission lines respectively.

At temperatures typical of star-forming regions (T~10000-20000 K), the 

excitation energy between the two upper levels and the lower ‘‘ S 3 / 2  level 

is of the order of the thermal electron energy kT . The [Oil] doublet is
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therefore closely linked to coUisional excitations and de-excitations — i.e. to 

the electronic density N, (Osterbrock, 1974). Since the two levels have 

nearly the same excitation energy, the relative excitation rates of the two 

levels depend only on the ratio of collision strengths. In the low-density 

limit  Ne —>• 0, every coUisional excitation wUI be foUowed by the emission of 

a  photon since the radiative transition A coefficient wiU dominate the decay 

probability to the lower level. The relative excitation rates of the ^Ds/2  and 

^1)3 /2  levels are proportioned to their statistical weights. Since the z-axis 

components of the to tal angular momenta J j  of the ^Ds/2  and ^Ü3 /2  levels 

have a six-fold eind four-fold degeneracy respectively, the ratio of strengths 

of the two Hues in this low-density limit is jA372g/jA3726 =  1.5 . In the high 

density limit N ,—f 0 0 , coUisional excitation and de-excitations dominate and 

set up a Boltzmann population ratio. The relative populations of the two 

levels ^Ds/2  and 1̂)3 /2  are in the ratio of their statisticéd weights, and the 

relative strengths of the two lines are in the ratio

JA 3729 A a 3 7 2 9  3 4.2 X 10 ®=  0.35 (4.1)
JA 3726 A a 3 7 2 6  2 1.8 X 10 ^

Aa3726 and Aa3729 are the ^D3/2 -^ ‘*S3/2  and ^Ds/2 —>‘‘S5/2 radiative transition 

probabUities (Osterbrock, 1974). The [Oil] intensity ratio measures the elec

tron density best in the neighborhood of N, 10® cm“®, and it could be 

used to measure electron density as function of position within intermediate 

redshift galaxies.
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4.3.2 An Internal Kinematics Survey at CFHT

Spatial information is crucial in studies of the internal kinematics of inter

mediate redshift galeixies. The line emission must be spatially-resolved to 

ascertain th a t the [Oil] kinematics is actually coupled to the rotation (i.e. 

mass) of galaxies. It may not always be the case. For example, the nucleus 

of a  geJaxy could be undergoing massive star formation, and the [Oil] emis

sion could all be concentrated in the nucleus. Winds from a few giant HII 

regions could dominate the [Oil] line widths making them unusable as virial 

measurements of galaxy mass. Rotation can be readily seen in spectra with 

good spatial information eis a “S-shaped” or “tilted” line emission. The use 

of the TuUy-Fisher relation as a comparison will only be valid for galaxies 

in which a rotational component has been identified and isolated from other 

types of motion (random, radial, etc.) which may be present.

Low-order, “tip /td t” image stabilization systems have been in operation 

at the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) for a few years now. The 

Subzircsecond Imaging Spectrograph (SIS) is the latest example of such a 

system (see section 5.2.1). These systems improve the seeing FWHM by 

072-073 and routinely deliver images with 075 FWHM seeing. It weis thus 

possible to obtain spatially resolved spectra of relatively compact (effective 

radius ~  1 " ) intermediate redshift galaxies. CFHT was ideally suited for 

a survey of the internal kinematics of field galaxies with redshifts in the 

range 0.25—0.45 using the [0 H] AA3726—3729 A emission line doublet as a 

kinematical tracer. The availability of the CNOC cluster survey databcise 

(see section 5.1) which contained information on a large number of galeixy
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candidates suitable for internal kinematics observations greatly facilitated 

target selection.

The survey was edmed at answering a number of questions: (1 ) What 

kind of kinematics do intermediate redshift galaxies have?, (2) W hat are the 

masses of intermediate redshift galaxies?, (3) Is there a systematic shift in 

the intermediate redshift TuUy-Fisher relation as described in section 4.1?, 

(4) Is the TF slope the same as the local one or equivalently, is the shift 

from the loced TF mass-dependent? and (5) Do galaxies with the same mass 

undergo different amounts of luminosity boosting? If yes, what is (are) the 

other underlying pareimeter(s)?

The answer to question I may not be as obvious as one might think at 

first sight. Very little was known about [Oil] kinematics in intermediate red

shift galaxies a t the time this survey was stcirted, and yet Question (1) lay at 

the heart of any proposal to use internal kinematics to study gedaxy evolution. 

A wide range of [Oil] kinematics would indicate that a  number of processes 

are responsible for the star formation activity seen at intermediate redshifts. 

Questions (3) and (4) address what kind of evolution excess galaxies might be 

undergoing. Luminosity-dependent luminosity evolution predicts that some 

L* galaxies should be low-mass galaxies significantly shifted from the loced 

TF relation whereas other L* galaxies should be massive galaxies with little 

or no deviation from the local TF relation. A systematic TF shift preserving 

the slope of the local relation would rule out luminosity-dependent lumi

nosity evolution. An answer to Question (5) may elude the present survey 

as a larger sample wiU probably be required to explore the dependence of 

luminosity boosting on various galcixy properties.
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D ata

5.1 S am p le Selection

The Canadian Network for Observational Cosmology (CNOC) cluster sur

vey (Carlberg et al., 1994; Yee et éd., 1996) mapped 16 iutermediate redshift 

galaxy clusters selected by X-ray luminosity with the goal of determining 

cluster mass profiles and the cosmological density parameter Cl. The sur

vey data base contains direct Gunn r  and g MOS images, 2D spectra and 

extracted ID spectra for thousands of galaxies. Position, Gunn r  total mag

nitude, Gunn g — r color, and redshift were determined by the CNOC collab

oration for each galaxy. In order to provide field contamination estimates, 

1/3 to 2/3 of the galeixies in a typiczd CNOC field were field galaxies unas

sociated with the clusters. This large subset of field galaxies with known 

properties was ideal for the preparation of efficient multi-object spectroscopy 

runs.

Four CNOC clusters (EMSS1512, EMSS1621, Abell 2390 and EMSS0015), 

which were visible at the time the observations were scheduled (July-August

37
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1994), were selected. Using the CNOC spectral classihcatioa index Scl as

signed to each galaxy, the catalog files went through a first pass to pick out aU 

objects with Scl =  5 (emission line). The Scl index is based on the template 

giving the best cross-correlation peak. A second peiss through the catalog 

files identified field galaxies. In order for a  galaxy to be identified as peirt 

of the field, its redshift had to be in the remge 0.25—0.45 and at least 0.02 

above or below the mean CNOC cluster redshift. A I 'x l '  cirea was extracted 

around each field emission line object on both the Gunn r and g images. 

These postage stamp images were used to calculate galaxy position angles. 

The position angle of each object was determined in both colors by fitting 

galaxy isophotes with ellipses using the task ELLIPSE in the ERAF/STSDAS 

package ISOPHOTE. The position angles were used at the telescope to align 

slitlets with the major axis of the primary target galaxy (see section 5.2).

The major limiting factor of internal kinematics studies on a 4-m class 

telescope is flux. [Oil] strong objects were selected according to their [Oil] 

equivalent widths. Equivalent widths were measured from the CNOC ID 

extracted spectra by fitting a  Gaussian to the [Oil] line using SPLOT in the 

IRAF/NOAO package ONEDSPEC. The observed equivalent widths were 

corrected to their rest-frame value by dividing them by (1+z). Objects with 

equivalent widths in the reinge 20—50 Â were selected as targets. This in

evitable selection criterion complicates the task of tying intermediate redshift 

samples with the diverse (and often poorly known) local galcixy population. 

Although such [Oil] strong objects could be locally regarded as extreme, 

they are representative of the excess galaxy population a t intermediate red

shifts (Broadhurst et al., 1988; Broadhurst et al., 1992; Kennicutt, 1992).
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Locally, there is a  dependence of [Oil] equivalent width on galaxy type. The 

target galaxies may be [Oil] strong relative to eéirly-type (Sb and earlier) 

spirals which have [Oil] equivalent width not exceeding 20Â, but they have 

the same [Oil] equivalent widths êis many late-type (Sc and later) gcilaxies 

(Kennicutt, 1992) which have equivalent widths between 20 and 60 Â. The 

claim made in many studies that local galaxies have [OH] equivalent widths 

lower them 20 Â is incorrect.

To summarize the target selection process, target galaxies had to be 

emission-line objects in the field with redshifts in the range 0.25—0.45 and 

[Oil] equivalent widths greater them 20 Â. No selection was made on the 

basis of size or color. The next step consisted of maximizing the number of 

galaxies th a t could potentially be observed with a multi-object spectrograph. 

A group was formed around each target galcixy by drawing a square the size 

of the SIS field (3 'x3 ') with the same position angle as the galaxy's major cixis 

and counting the neighboring galaxies falling within the square. A number 

of considerations dictated the choice of the best téirget fields: total number 

in group, [Oil] strength, elongated galaxy images, and a  usable guide star 

for SIS adaptive optics corrections (see section 5.2).

The cheiracteristics of the target galeixies are shown in Table 5.1. Col

umn 1 is the galaxy identification (ID). The first part of a galaxy ID is 

the name of the CNOC cluster around which the field was observed, and 

the second part is the P PP  number identifying a galaxy in the CNOC cat

alog file. Columns 2-4 are the galaxy redshift, CNOC Gunn r  magnitude 

cind g — r  color. Columns 5-6 are the Johnson B beind apparent magnitude 

and the rest-frame Johnson B absolute magnitude described below. Tzirget
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galaxies span a wide range of absolute B magnitudes ranging from —21.7 to 

— 18.2. Column 7 is the rest-frame [Oil] equivalent widths determined from 

the CNOC ID extracted spectra, and column 8 is the expected Ha rotation 

velocity corresponding to Mbo according to the absolute calibration of the 

local B band Tully-Fisher relation (see Section 8.1). Column 9 is the expo

nential disk scale length measured from fits to the luminosity profiles of the 

target galcixies (see section 7.1).

Rest-frame absolute B band magnitudes are key quantities in the present 

study. They were calculated from the CNOC Gunn r magnitudes and g-r 

colors as follows. Mbo is given by

Mb, =robs + {B - r )  - k B  - 5  logdi -f- 5 (5.1)

where Toba is the observed Gunn r  apparent magnitude, (B—r) is the color 

index necessary to convert r  to B at the redshift of the galaxy, kg is the 

so-called B k-correction, and d%, is the luminosity distance computed in a Ho 

=  75 km s"^ Mpc~^ and qo =  0.5 universe. The k-correction is needed to 

account for the fact that a filter with a fixed bandpass will “see” different 

regions of a galaxy’s spectral energy distribution with increasing redshift 

and that the energy seen by a filter decreases by a factor of (1-f-z) due to 

wavelength stretching by the cosmologiced expansion. The k-correction is 

thus defined as

K z )  = +  2.5 toad  +  z) (5,2)

where F(A) is the galaxy spectral energy distribution (SED), and S(A) is
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the filter response function (King and Ellis, 1985). Frei and Gunn (1994) 

computed tables of galaxy colors (including B—r) and B k-corrections for 

galcixy types E, Sbc, Scd and Im. The (B—r) color and the B k-correction 

kg in equation 5.1 were computed by interpolating the Frei eind Gunn (1994) 

tables to obtain two bivariate functions f  and h such that B—r  =  f(p — r,z) 

and kg =  h(p — r,z). The functions f and h were both calculated with the 

IRAF SURFIT and two third-order interpolation schemes (Legendre and 

polynomial) as a consistency check. The observed Gunn g — r color was used 

as ein indicator of galaxy type. Mbo values obtedned with the Frei and Gunn 

(1994) tables were double-checked against those obtained in a much indirect 

way from the filter transformations and k-corrections given in King and Ellis 

(1985), Windhorst et al. (1991) and Metcalfe et al. (1991). The systematic 

discrepancy between the two methods did not exceed 0.1 mag although the 

difference in Mbq could reach 0.3 mag for some galaxies. The Mbo values 

based on the Frei and Gunn (1994) tables were adopted as the true values 

because they were computed in a more direct way using more recent work.

5.2 O bservations

5.2.1 MOS/SIS

Observations were obtained with the M ulti—Object Spectrograph (MOS) 

cind the Subeircsecond Imaging Spectrograph (SIS) (LeFevre et al., 1994) at 

the Canada—France—Hawaii 3.6—m Telescope (CFHT) on Mauna Kea, a 

dormant volcano on the Big Island of Hawaii. MOS and SIS are two distinct 

spectrographs sharing a common interface behind the telescope bonnette.
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MOS is optimized for multi-object observations over a large (lO 'xlO ') field 

with a spatial sampling of O'.'315/pixel for 15 fim. pixels. SIS is designed for 

high spatial resolution observations over a smaller field of view (3 'xS ') with 

a better pixel saunpling of 0 '.'0866/pixel for 15 fim  pixels. The MOS/SIS 

interface is mounted at the P /8  Cassegrain focus.

One of the characteristics of SIS is a fast moving mirror providing tip / tû t 

image stabilization. The point-spread-function (PSP) is the image of an 

unresolved source produced by the telescope, and it is often approximated by 

a Gaussian function. The atmosphere distorts the planar wavefront coming 

from distant objects. Wavefront distortions are introduced on zdl scales. On 

the largest scales, these distortions called tip and tû t shift the centroid of the 

PSP around on timescales of 0.25 seconds. These are the distortions corrected 

by SIS’s feist-moving mirror. Wavefront distortions on smaUer scales increase 

the width of the PSP, emd they must be corrected with faster, higher order 

systems such as the CPHT AO Bonnette.

SIS requires a relatively bright (V ~  18) guide star. The tip /tû t correc

tions are measured using a quadrant detector mounted on a moving guide 

probe. The probe can be moved cinywhere in the SIS field of view, but, in 

practice, the guide star must lie near the corner of the field. Otherwise, the 

probe mount can occult close to 1/3 of the field of view. SIS fast guiding 

yields typical resolution improvements of 0'.'2—0'.'3 and routinely delivers im

ages with O'.'S seeing. A seeing PWHM of O'.'S corresponds to scales <  1 .5 h ^  

kpc at z =  0.35 (qo =  0.5).
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5.2.2 SIS Observations

SIS observations were scheduled for July 3-6, 1994 (3 nights, spectroscopy) 

and August 6-8, 1994 (2 nights, deep B cind I imaging). The instrumental 

configuration consisted of the B600 grism and a LORAL 2048x2048 CCD 

detector (“L0RAL3”). Slit widths were 076 and 078. The CCD detector was 

binned by 2 in both the spatial and dispersion directions for improved signal- 

to-noise ratios. The SIS instrumental configuration is described in Table 5.2, 

and the characteristics of the LORAL CCD are given in Table 5.3.

SIS observing involved a complex procedure which required up to 20 

minutes of set-up overhead per field for an experienced observer. The first 

step was to  rotate the telescope’s Cassegrain bonnette to the position angle of 

the m ajor axis of the primary target and to move the telescope to the target 

field. Once the telescope was in position, a direct, short exposure image was 

taken to determine the exact pixel coordinates of the primary target and the 

guide star. The guide probe was then moved to the guide star coordinates, 

and SIS guiding was initiated. The telescope position was then fine-tuned 

with a series of SIS-offsets such that aU the target objects were centered on 

their respective slitlets. SIS-offsets moved the telescope while maintaining 

the guide probe locked on the guide stcir. The final telescope position was 

checked by taking a direct (no filter, no grism) image through the multi

object mask. Multi-object masks were created by laser cutting slitlets a t the 

positions of the tcirgets measured on a direct image.

The SIS observation log is shown in Table 5.4. Typical total integration 

time per galaxy was 7200 seconds. For each galeucy, the total exposure time
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Wcis split between 2—3 exposures to identify and flag pixels hit by cosmic 

rays (see section 5.3). In July, 3/4 of the first night was lost to very poor see

ing conditions (FW HM > 176), and mediocre quality images were obtained 

without SIS fast guiding. Towards the end of the night, it was possible to 

take direct images for mask mziking. The first half of the second night was 

lost due to clouds, and a conflict between SIS guiding and the Telescope 

Control System (TCS). The telescope kept losing its position lock whenever 

SIS guiding was turned on.

The first multi-object spectroscopy exposure taken after solving the track

ing problem revealed that something was terribly wrong with the mask align

ment. There was a  small rotation between the multi-object mask and the 

direct image used to create it. The positions of slitlets far from the center of 

the field were completely off their intended targets. The problem remained 

unsolved until after the second SIS run in August. It was traced back to 

lateréd screw adjustments in the SIS mask holders which had never been ad

justed since the commissioning of SIS. Each of the four SIS mask holders 

suffered from different amounts of rotation. Therefore, SIS had to be used in 

long-slit mode for the remainder of the July run éind aU of the August run, 

cind the number of targets actually observed was considerably lower than 

expected. Three objects were successfully observed during the third night of 

the July run.

Weather conditions during the August run were good with a typical see

ing of O'.'S. Only two hours were lost when the CCD weirmed up unexpectedly. 

Unfortunately, the seeing during these two hours went down to 074 ! Two 

objects were observed on the first night. Observations of a third object were
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ruined by high CCD tem perature. Four objects were observed on the second 

night.

5.2.3 MOS Observations

MOS observations were conducted as a secondary observing program during 

1.5 nights of engineering/discretionary time on July 27-28, 1994. The first 

half-night was plagued by high humidity, but one field wéis successfully ob

served. Weather was good on the second night except for high altitude cirrus 

clouds towsirds the end. Two fields were observed. The bonnette angle had to 

remain fixed for the needs of the primary observing program. Slitlets in these 

multi-object MOS observations were aligned along the major axis of a gcilaxy 

only when the galaxy position angle corresponded to the bonnette angle of 

the telescope. Misalignments between the position angle of the major eixis of 

a target galaxy and the position angle of the slitlet artificially decrease the 

magnitude of Vrot sin i. The velocity error depends on slit width, seeing, and 

the rotation curve in the central regions of the target galaxies.

5.3 P re-P rocessin g

In this section, the pre-processing steps needed to convert raw data frames to 

2D spectra suitable for cinalysis by ELFIT2D are described. The first steps 

were the overscan and bias corrections. Each CCD pixel value stcirts from 

a different initial value. These pixel-to-pixel zero-point differences seen in 

zero second exposures called bias frames are usually described by the sum 

of a mean zero-point level and a bias structure. The bias structure has zero
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mean as it gives only the fluctuations about the mean zero-point level. The 

bias structure usueiUy does not change from frame to frame, but temperature 

variations in the CCD electronics environment introduce changes in the mean 

zero-point level. These changes are removed by subtracting the overscan 

value row by row from each frame including bias frames. Each frame has 

a section which is continuously clocked during an exposure. The overscan 

value of a  given row is the mean value of the same row in the overscan region. 

The overscan-subtracted bias frames give the bias structure. Eleven bias 

frames were taken every night and were “average combined” after overscan 

subtraction using the IRAP task IMCOMBINE. The highest cind lowest pixel 

were rejected at each pixel location before the average wais computed. The 

resulting bias structure frame was subtracted from all overscan-subtracted 

data frames taken on the same night.

In addition to pixel-to-pixel zero-point variations, CCD detectors have 

pixel-to-pixel variations in sensitivity which introduce an extra variance in 

the noise proportioned to the flux received during the exposure. There may 

also be large scale sensitivity variations across the CCD chip. These sensitiv

ity variations are removed by dividing data frames by uniformly illuminated 

images (dome lights or twilight sky) called flat fields. Flat field images were 

taken on nights when direct images were taken. The flat field images for each 

night were scaled by their mode and average combined with a 3-<r clipping to 

remove bad pixel values. D ata frames were then divided by the combined flat 

image to  produce flat fielded images. This flat fielding successfully removed 

“rings” on the direct images caused by dust péirticles on the CCD dewar 

window. Spectroscopic data were not flat-fielded for the following reasons:
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(1) Every time a correction is applied to a data frame, there is degradation 

of the original signal-to-noise ratio. Since flat field noise is proportional to 

flux cind flux levels were very low, flat field noise weis not significant. (2) 

spatially-resolved emission lines are very small in extent compared to the 

toted area of the detector. Large scale variations in sensitivity do not affect 

velocity and size measurements, but they do preclude direct comparisons of 

the measured emission-line fluxes.

Since the spectroscopic data  frames were read-out noise limited, it was 

important to limit the number of exposures on a given object. In mzmy cases, 

only 2 long exposures were taken. The passage of cosmic ray secondaries or 

radioactive decay products through CCD detectors can produced hundreds 

of spikes of charge on the images. Each spike is usually confined to a few 

pixels. The cosmic ray rates a t a high altitude site such as Mauna Kea is 

much larger than at sea level. Having a small number of exposures compli

cates cosmic ray removal. Hubble Space Telescope images are particularly 

affected by cosmic rays, and the number of exposures is also typically small. 

Cosmic ray removal on HST data  is performed by comparing the difference in 

pixel values in consecutive images taken at the same telescope position to the 

background noise of the images. Pixels with values differing by more than 

10(7, say, have probably been hit by a cosmic ray (Windhorst et al., 1994). 

The same approach was adopted for the present data. Series of consecutive 

data frames were summed together using ein IRAF/SPP task called REM- 

COS. Pixels with consecutive values differing by more than lOcr were flagged 

by a large negative value (—9999.99). The spatially-resolved emission-line 

anédysis program ELFIT2D recognizes this large negative value as a cosmic
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ray pixel and does not include these pixels in its synthetic rotation curve 

fits (see chapter 6). Such a high rejection threshold should not bias pixel 

values in the final summed firames. Indeed, image statistics and pixel value 

histograms of the final frames were the same as those of the individual images 

before summation.

In order to isolate the emission line flux, it was necessary to perform two 

background subtractions: sky (rows) and continuum (columns). Sky sub

traction was performed on the 2D spectra using the IRAF/LONGSLIT task 

BACKGROUND. BACKGROUND was used to fit the 2D spectra row-by- 

row with a second order Legendre function with one 2.5 a  rejection iteration. 

The continuum was removed by fitting the 2D spectra column-by-column in 

two continuum windows, one on each side of the emission line. The result 

of these background subtractions was a 2D image of the emission line flux. 

For each galaxy, it was important to find the center of the [Oil] emission. In 

most galaxies, the continuum was used to define the x-coordinate (i.e. the 

position along the slit) of the center, and the y-coordinate of the center was 

taken to be the point where the [Oil] emission crossed the continuum. In 

the absence of a continuum, an [Oil] intensity-weighted centroid Weis used 

to define the [Oil] center. Finally, a smédL image section was extracted with 

IRA F/IM CO PY  around each spaticJly-resolved line for synthetic rotation 

curve Einalysis (see chapter 6). The final sample was made up of 22 spatially- 

resolved [Oil] spectra.
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of Target Galcixies

ID z Gunn

^06*

Gunn

( S ~ r ) o 6 ,

B M bo [Oil]

EWo

(Â)

V T F  
^  rot

(km/s)

optical

(hfoo kpc)

A2390-101033 0.2460 18.90 0.70 19.8 —20.3 55 208 2.4 ±  0.2

A2390-100686 0.3822 21.22 0.67 21.7 -19.4 21 155 1.2 ±  0.3

A2390-350416 0.2558 20.14 0.27 20.7 -19.5 35 160 1.7 ±  0.3

A2390-350471 0.2559 19.40 0.28 19.9 —20.3 21 208 1.4 ±  0.2

E1512-301037A 0.3457 21.41 0.19 21.8 -19.1 41 140 3.8 ±  0.2

E1512-301037B 0.3457 21.41 0.19 21.8 -19.1 41 140 3.8 ±  0.2

E1512-101526 0.4026 20.36 1.12 21.0 -20.2 48 202 3.1 ±  0.1

E1512-201429 0.4231 20.44 0.56 20.9 -20.4 26 215 1.8 ±  0.2

E1621-100515 0.3455 20.00 0.42 20.6 -20.3 22 208 1.5 ±  0.2

A2390-100225 0.3829 21.65 0.89 22.2 —18.9 26 131 1.2 ±  0.1

A2390-101084 0.2302 17.31 0.68 18.2 -21.7 110 327 2.8 ±  0.4

A2390-200928 0.2645 21.51 0.22 22.0 -18.2 40 103 1.0 ±  0.2

A2390-200802 0.3208 21.16 0.37 21.6 -19.1 25 140 1.2 ±  0.1

A2390-200372 0.3485 20.15 0.65 20.7 -20.2 16 202 1.7 ±  0.3

E1512-201845 0.3387 19.60 0.82 20.3 -20.5 36 222 4.8 ±  0.3

E1512-201773 0.3383 20.06 0.35 20.5 -20.3 26 208 1.5 ±  0.3

E1512-200730 0.4266 21.35 0.58 21.8 -19.5 32 160 1.5 ±  0.2

E1512-200334 0.4142 21.81 0.70 22.3 -19.0 36 136 1.5 ±  0.4

E1512-200672 0.4152 21.85 0.43 22.2 -19.1 29 140 1.3 ±  0.2

E1512-201268 0.3412 21.77 0.39 22.2 -18.6 29 119 1.2 ±  0.2

E1512-202096 0.4252 20.33 0.66 20.8 -20.5 23 222 1.8 ±  0.3

E1512-201125 0.3823 21.69 0.74 22.2 -18.9 15 131 1.4 ±  0.2
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Table 5.2: MOS and SIS Instrumental Configurations

MOS SIS
Grism
Dispersion (Â/pix)
Slit width (" )
Spectral Resolution (Â) 
Image Scale (" /pix) 
Typical Seeing (" )

B600
1.58
1.0
5.0

0.315
1.0 -1 .2

B600 
0.88 

0.6 and 0.8 
3.0 and 4.0 

0.173 
0.6

Table 5.3: Characteristics of the CFHT L0RAL3 CCD Detector

Characteristic Description
Manufacturer
Size
Pixel size 
Nominal gain 
Read noise 
Nominal bicis 
Full well 
Dark current 
Nonlinearity

Loral 
2048x2048 

15 fim  
1.9 e - /D U  

8.0 e~
1000 DU

> 80000 e -  
0.25 e~/m in/pixel 

< 0.5%
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Table 5.4: Observation Log — Part 1

ID Date RA
DEC

(1950.0)

MOS/
SIS

Exposure
Time

(seconds)

Slit
Width

(" )

Seeing
FWHM

(" )
A2390-101033 06/07/94 21:51:10

17:27:18
SIS 3x2400 0.6 0.56

A2390-100686 06/08/94 21:51:04
17:26:15

SIS 2x3600 0.8 0.60

A2390-350416 07/08/94 21:50:24
17:25:59

SIS 2x3600 0.8 0.65

A2390-350471 07/08/94 21:50:22
17:26:18

SIS 3600+1800 0.8 0.65

E1512-301037A 05/07/94 15:11:42
36:47:38

SIS 3x2400 0.8 0.77

E1512-301037B 05/07/94 15:11:42
36:47:38

SIS 3x2400 0.8 0.77

E1512-101526 05/07/94 15:12:33
36:48:32

SIS 2x1800 0.8 0.62

E1512-201429 06/08/94 15:13:07
36:48:52

SIS 2x2400 0.8 0.60

E1621-515 07/08/94 16:21:24
26:38:58

SIS 2x2400 0.8 0.60

A2390-100225 27/07/94 21:51:06
17:24:37

MOS 2x2400 1.0 1.11

A2390-10I084 27/07/94 21:51:15
17:27:26

MOS 2x2400 1.0 1.11
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Table 5.5: Observation Log — Part 2

ID Date RA
DEC

(1950.0)

MOS/
SIS

Exposure
Time

(seconds)

SHt
Width

( " )

Seeing
FWHM

(")
A2390-200928 28/07/94 21:51:51

17:28:32
MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.0

A2390-200802 28/07/94 21:51:50
17:27:47

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.0

A2390-200372 28/07/94 21:51:50
17:25:28

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.0

E1512-201845 28/07/94 15:13:22
36:50:23

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-201773 28/07/94 15:13:12
36:50:09

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-200730 28/07/94 15:13:07
36:46:32

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-200334 28/07/94 15:13:09
35:45:06

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-200672 28/07/94 15:12:58
36:46:18

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-201268 28/07/94 15:13:20
36:48:23

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-202096 28/07/94 15:13:12
36:51:16

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2

E1512-201125 28/07/94 15:13:18
36:47:52

MOS 3x2400 1.0 1.2



Chapter 6 

Synthetic R otation  Curve 
F itting

Low flux levels have been a major obstacle to overcome in this project. At 

redshifts of 0.25—0.45, the [0 II] AA3726—3729 Â emission line doublet is 

observed in the blue between 4659 Â and 5400 Â. Until very recently, CCD 

detectors have been plagued by poor blue quantum  efficiency (15-25%). The 

L0RAL3 CCD at CFHT is no exception with a quantum efliciency of 23% 

at 4500 Â, but new CCDs with high blue quantum eflSciency (80% at 5000 

Â) will greatly cdleviate this problem in the future. Due to the very low 

[0 II] flux levels (typical S /N  ratio per pixel ~  2—3), it was importzint to 

choose a method which used aU the pixels simultaneously to statistically find 

the best parameter values and their respective uncertainties. The synthetic 

rotation curve fitting method described below can be used to extract internal 

kinematics from faint, spatially-resolved emission line spectra.

53
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6.1 F ittin g  M o d el

6.1.1 Parameters

The parameters of the fitting model were the projected rotation velocity Vrot 

sin i of the ggilaxian disk in km /s (slit spectra cannot be used to disentangle 

Vrot and sin z), the [Oil] exponential disk scale length in h ^  kpc, the [Oil] 

toted line flux in DU cind the dimensionless [Oil] doublet intensity ratio 1(3726 

Â)/I(3729 Â). It Weis necesseiry to include the doublet intensity ratio iu the 

model to deal with the broadening of the observed [Oil] profile resulting 

from the effect of the (1+z) spectral stretching on the doublet sepeiration. 

The rest-frame separation of the doublet components is 2.7 Â. The observed 

separation czin only be resolved at redshifts of z ~  0.4—0.5 (AA = 3.9 Â) 

with the MOS/SIS spectrzd resolutions of 3—5Â. Even though the signal-to- 

noise ratios and the spectral resolution may not been adequate to measure a 

precise value for the [Oil] ratio, the additional degree of freedom was needed 

to properly model the observed line profile.

6.1.2 Surface Brightness Profile

The synthetic rotation curves used a thin exponential disk model for the 

[on] surface brightness distribution. In this model, the surface brightness 

S Eis a function of radius from the center of a galaxy is given by the simple 

equation:

S ( r )  =  E o e -'/'"  (6 .1 )

where So and r j  are the central surface brightness and scale length of the
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disk respectively. Equation 6.1 provides a good fit to the light profiles of 

spiral disk galaxies. The central surface brightness So of zin exponentiéd disk 

is related to the total luminosity Ltot of the disk by:

Ltot =  27rr<f^So (6.2)

Equation 6.2 is obtained by simply integrating equation 6.1 from zero to 

infinity. In real disk galaxies, surface brightness profiles are influenced by 

complex internal absorption by dust lanes. Internal absorption by dust lames 

was not taken into account in the fitting model since dust distributions vary 

from galaxy to galaxy, and they can only be mapped with HST’s high spatial 

resolution at intermediate redshifts. Every point in the simulated disk was 

given an observed intensity I{r) following equation 6.1.

6.1.3 Velocity Field

The differential rotation of spiral disks possesses a peculiar characteristic: the 

rotation velocity V{r) is a constant except in the innermost regions. This 

behavior persists at the largest radii sampled by the best rotation curves 

which meems that the edge of the mass distribution in spiral gcdaxies has 

not yet been reached. The rotation curves of spiral galaxies are said to be 

flat. For intermediate redshift galaxies, the rise of the rotation curve in the 

innermost regions Ccinnot be resolved. Therefore, the simplest velocity field 

reproducing a  flat rotation curve in this case is one in which V{r) is constant 

everywhere, V (r =  0) is zero, and the direction of rotation is specified by the 

sign of the projected velocity Vrot sin i.
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6.1.4 Spectra, PSF and Instrumental Profiles

Slit spectra are sedd to be two-dimensional (2D). The abscissa of slit spec

tra  (also called the spatial axis) is the position along the slit. The ordinate 

is wavelength, and the wavelength interval per pixel is called the disper

sion. The intensity as a  function of position along the spatial axis is the flux 

integrated over the slit width at each position. All spatial information per

pendicular to the spatial axis is thus lost. The simulated spectra were built 

wavelength interval by wavelength interval. The pixel along the disper

sion axis is bounded by two wavelengths, Xmin,k and \max,k, corresponding to 

two velocities, Vmin,k and Vmax,k- This velocity window was used to build a 

narrow-band image of the simulated disks from [Oil] fluxes at locations with 

projected velocities between Vmin,k and Vmax,k-

The k‘^ narrow-band image was then convolved with the point-spread- 

function (PSF) of the telescope. The PSF is the image of cin unresolved source 

produced by the telescope. Although it has been traditionally approximated 

by a Gaussian function, it is common practice to determine this function 

empirically from direct images to take into account instrumental aberrations. 

This was especially importemt for MOS observations as the MOS PSF varied 

considerably over the field of view. Bright stars as neeir as possible to slitlet 

position on direct images taken before and after spectroscopy on each object 

were used as PSF’s. The volume under each PSF was normalized to unity to 

preserve the flux in each narrow-band image. The seeing convolved image was 

produced by Fourier transforming the product of the Fourier treinsforms of 

the PSF and initied images. After PSF convolution, the result of placing a slit
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in front of the convolved image was calculated by integrating the flux across 

the width of the slit at each position along the spatial axis. The resulting 

intensity profile was then placed in the row of the simulated spectrum 

image. A 2D spectrum image of the simulated disk with infinite spectral 

resolution is obtained after repeating the above steps for each wavelength 

interval.

To take into account the finite spectral resolution, instrumental profiles 

were calculated from bright emission lines in comparison arc images. For a 

given galeocy, the arc emission line was chosen to be as close in wavelength as 

possible to the observed [Oil] wavelength. The centred columns of the arc line 

were summed together to produce a ID instrumental profile. Each column 

of the 2D spectrum image was then convolved with that instrumental profile 

to produce the final synthetic spectrum image. Figure 6.1 summeirizes the 

steps in the construction of synthetic galaxy rotation curves from a trial set 

of pareimeter values.

6.2 F ittin g  A lgorithm

Non-Unear model fitting can be approached in two ways. One involves a 

gradient method such as the Levenberg-Meirquardt method which uses the 

gradient eind a second derivative matrix to quickly find the local minimum 

nearest to the starting point. The other involves searching for the absolute 

minimum by taking steps with Monte-Carlo generated sizes and directions 

through parameter space. A variant of this approach called the Metropo

lis algorithm (Press et al., 1986; Saha and Williams, 1994) was used. It
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Trial parameter 
set w

I
[Oil] disk

Extract nth. velocity slice 
corresponding to nth wave
length interval in final 
spectrum

Convolve slice with Point- 
Spread-Function

Compute flux going through 
slit

Once all slices are processed, 
convolve with instrumental 
profile

Final Synthetic spectrum

Figure 6.1: Synthetic Rotation Curve Spectrum Flow Chart. This chart 
outlines the construction of a synthetic galaxy rotation curve spectrum from 
a trial set of parameter values.
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M onte-Carlo samples parameter space with, a sampling density proportional 

to the likelihood. It has less chcinces of getting trapped in the first local min

imum it encounters. Confidence intervals can be directly calculated as the 

same time the algorithm is looking for the best parameter values.

Let P{D\u;^ M )  be the probability distribution that a set of data D wiU 

be collected given a model M with a set of parameter values w. P{D\u), M )  is 

not in itself interesting because the parameter values are not known. Using 

Bayes’ theorem, it is possible to invert P{D\u),M) to get P{u}\D,M), the 

probability distribution that w wiU be observed given a model and a set of 

data. This distribution may be used to define best parameter values and 

suitable confidence intervals on those values. Bayes’ theorem here can be 

expressed as:

P { . \D ,M )  .  (6.3)

P{(jj\M) is called the prior probability of the parameters, and it represents 

whatever is known (if anything is) about peirameter values before taking any 

data. P{D\tjj,M) is cedled the likelihood, P(u;(Z),Af) is called the posterior 

probability distribution and P{D\M)  is just a normalizing factor called the 

global likelihood. Equation 6.3 simply states that P{u}\D,M) is proportional 

to the likelihood. For Gaussian noise, the likelihood that N measurements 

X{ are consistent with pure noise is given by

f(D |w ,M ) oc ' (6.4)
i=l V ̂ îfCTi

The XN^s  are the predictions of the model M for the set of peirameter
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values w. Carrying out the product in equation 6.4, P{D\u}, M )  becomes

In read-out eind sky noise limited CCD images, the photon noise due to 

the galaxy signal is negligible, and the (r/s are aU. equal to the background 

noise (Tbkg, so f  (D|w, M) oc The background noise cTbkg was deter

mined for each spectrum by computing image statistics in four regions at the 

comers of the spectrum.

The Metropolis algorithm starts with some set of parameter values w 

éind the associated P (u ;|D ,M ). It then picks a possible change Su in the 

pcircimeters and computes P(w4-Jw|D, M). If > P(w |D , Af),

then the change Su is accepted. If P{u  -f- Su\D,M ) < P{u\D, M ),  then the 

change Su is accepted only some fraction P{u + Su\D, M )/P {u \D , M )  of the 

time. After hundreds of such iterations, the distribution of accepted values 

of u  wiU converge to P(w |D , M )  provided that all possible u  are eventually 

accessible. Pareimeter space is thus sampled with a density proportional to 

the likelihood. The trial changes Su are chosen at reindom. If they are too 

small (i.e. the parameter search is too “cold”), then all iterations will accept 

changes. On the other hand, if the search is too “hot” , then none of the 

iterations will accept chzinges. It is usual to regulate the size of the steps 

(i.e. the temperature of the search) so that half the iterations accept changes.

Temperature control is thus an important element of the Metropolis. 

The tem perature control scheme must allow the search to szimple the largest 

volume in parameter space with the lowest possible number of steps. In
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the current implementation of the Metropolis, it starts with a n-dimensional 

volume centered on wo given by Vo =  n?=i where T,„ is the initial tem

perature on the parameter. Param eter values are generated using w =  wo 

+ aT,„ where a  is a random number between —I and 1. If the first lower 

value is found Nuer iterations aifter the beginning of the seairch, then one 

would expect th a t this region would have a characteristic size V =  VojNit„. 

In order to m atch the search tem perature to the size of that lower re

gion, the tem perature of each parameter is then reduced according to T,- =

T,g • After this initiail cooling, the seairch continues. The ratio of the

number of accepted w over the number of trial w is computed aifter every 

ten trials. If less than half the changes have been accepted, then the pa

rameter temperatures aire aill decreaised by 30%. If not, then the parameter 

temperatures are aiU increased by 30%.

The best pairameter values were chosen to be the mediain w's of P(w|Z), M ). 

These mediain vailues were obtained by simply sorting out the Nacc accepted 

w values aind talking the \Nacc*^ value. The 0.16 and 0.84 vailues 

were used as the lower aind upper bounds of the 68% confidence intervals.

6.2.1 An Example: The Suspicious Coin

The suspicious coin experiment is a particularly illustrative of the Bayesiain 

approach adopted here. Consider a  suspicious coin which has been tampered 

with so that the probabilities of getting heads or taiUs aire not equal to 0.5 

anymore. Let ptr,,* be the true probability of getting heads, amd let it be 

equal to 0.5 without, of course, telling the experimenter. For N tosses, the 

posterior probability distribution is given by
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/> (p |J V ,n ) = p " ( l - p ) " - “ (6.6)

where n is the numbers of heads obtained after N tosses. In the extreme 

case of N =  1, there are obviously two possible outcomes: n =  0 and n 

=  1. Given only one of these outcomes, the (N =  1, n =  1) case say, the 

experimenter might be tem pted to conclude that p =  1.0. However, according 

to equation 6.6, P(f>|l, 1) is equal to p, and its mediem value is l / \ /2 -  This 

median value is cilready closer to ptme than the experimenter’s first instinctive 

guess of 1.0. The information in P ( p |l , l )  is still very limited, but it is the 

best one can do with the current data.

In order to improve his estimate of "ptrue, the experimenter must increase 

the sigucd-to-ratio of his data by increasing the number of tosses. Consider 

the N =  4 case of which three possible outcomes (n =  1, n =  2, n =  3) are 

shown in Figure 6.2. Only one outcome (i.e. one galaxy spectrum!) is acces

sible to the experimenter. P (p |4 ,1) and P (p |4 ,3) are wide and asymmetric 

with meiximum at p =  0.25 and p =  0.75 respectively. The location of the 

maxima is not surprising. The posterior probability distributions are simply 

saying that a “good be t” for the true value of p is n /N  although it does not 

offer any guarcintee tha t it is the best one. In both ceises, the median values 

are closer to p^ ,̂  ̂ than the “good bet” values éire. The median values are 

less bicised by noise than the “good bet” values. It is importeint to emphasize 

that these “good bet” values are picked by algorithms (such as least-squares 

fitting) trying to find the parameter value which minimizes without taking 

the topology of param eter space into account. Therefore, at low signal-to-
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noise ratios, the Bayesian parameter estimates will differ from least-squares 

estimates. Moreover, many least-squares routines give Gaussian errors based 

on a curvature m atrix computed around the minimum. These Gaussian 

errors cannot accurately represent asymmetric posterior probability distri

butions.

Since P (p |4 ,2) is symmetric about p =  0.5, f  (p |4 ,1) is positively skewed 

(towards ptruc), and P (p |4 ,3) is negatively skewed (also towards Ptn^e), it 

might seem possible at first glance to cheat and teU in which direction ptrue 

lies with respect to the medicin value of the posterior probability distribution. 

This is not so. P (p |4 ,1) remains the same whether ptme =  0.5 or 0.25. The 

(N =  4, n =  1) case is consistent with both values of ptrue- Larger N’s éire 

needed to distinguish between ptrw = 0.5 and ptrue = 0.25.

As N becomes really large (high signal-to-noise ratios), n wiU be very 

close to ptru«N. AU posterior probabihty distributions wiU be symmetric and 

nzirrow. The suspicious coin experiment illustrates two im portant points. 

First, posterior probability distributions eire not symmetric a t low S/N. As 

a m atter of fact, many real parameter posterior probability distributions 

in section 7.2 are not symmetric. The errors quoted on parameter value 

estimates cannot be considered to be Gaussian. Second, least-squares fitting 

is the high S/N  special case of the current approach, emd least-squares is not 

as robust at low S/N .
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Figure 6.2: The Suspicious Coin posterior probability distributions for three 
N=4 outcomes.
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6.3 ELFIT2D : 2D  E m ission  Line F ittin g

This section describes the ELFIT2D program used to analyze low S/N spatially- 

resolved spectra of intermediate redshift galaxies. ELFIT2D was written by 

the author in the Subset Pre-Processor (SPP) language. SPP is the native 

language of IRAF. This choice was motivated by the flexibility in parameter 

management and image manipulations ofiered by SPP within the IRAF en

vironment. ELFIT2D is used in the same way as any other IRAF tasks. It 

has a set of control pzirameters shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.

InJ.mage is the name of an input 2D postage image of a spatiédly-resolved 

emission spectrum obtédned following Section 5.3. Out^image is the name of 

an image of a synthetic rotation curve created by ELFIT2D from the me- 

dism values of the parameter values. OutAmage can be subtracted from 

InAmage to study fit residuals. ELFIT2D sends aU the information on ac

cepted Metropolis iterations and final median pgirameter values to logfile.

ELFIT2D starts up by creating a squaire grid (with dimensions given by 

mesh) which overscimples the spatial scale of input 2D spectrum by a factor 

of 64 (8 x 8 ). The scale of this grid (kiloparsecs/ pixel) is computed from 

the input spectrum image scale imscale and the galaxy redshift using the 

standard angular distance relation for qo =  0.5. There are two choices for 

the telescope’s point-spread-function (PSF): Gaussian eind empirical. For a 

Gaussian PSF, the FWHM is specified by seeing. For an empiriczil PSF, in .psf 

specifies the neime of a “postage stamp” image of the PSF derived from stars 

on direct images. In both cases, the PSF is mapped onto a 128x128 grid, 

and so are the slit dimensions slitx and slity. The PSF is then normalized to a
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Table 6 .1 : ELFIT2D Control Parameter Set - Part 1

Parameter name Typical Value Short Description
inJmage A100686.el Name of input image

out-image A100686.flt Name of output best-fit image
logfile Al00686.1og Name of log file
mesh 512 Mesh size of nearby image (pixels)

imscale 0.315 Image scale (arcsecond/pixel)
slitx 2 0 . X-dimension of slit (arcseconds)
slity 1 . Y-dimension of slit (arcseconds)

seeing 1 .1 Seeing FWHM (arcseconds)
psftype empirical PSF type (empirical/gaussian)

in_psf E27_npsf_l Neime of empirical PSF image
init_rd 2 . Initial disk scale length (kpc)
rdmin 0 . Minimum possible disk scale length (kpc)
rdmzix 4. Maximum possible disk scale length (kpc)

rdtemp 4. Scale length initial temperature
init-vsi 2 0 0 . Initial disk V sin i (km/s)
vsimin 0 . Minimum possible disk V sin i (km /s)
vsiméLx 400. Maximum possible disk V sin i (km/s)

vsitemp 400. V sin i initial temperature
init-I 1 0 0 0 . Initial total line flux (DU)
Imin 1 . Minimum possible toted line flux (DU)

unit volume and Fourier transformed in preparation for seeing convolutions 

later on. Synthetic rotation curves are created over a meshxmesh  grid as 

described in Section 6 .1 . The flux is integrated to rebin the m eshxm esh  grid 

to the 128x128 grid. Since values of mesh used are always multiples of 128, 

no flux interpolation is needed, zind potential flux errors are avoided. The 

seeing convolution of each velocity slice (see Section 6.1.4) was performed 

using the Fourier Convolution Theorem over the 128 x 128 grid to speed up
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Table 6.2: ELFIT2D Control Parameter Set - Part 2

Param eter neime Typical Value Short Description
Imax 2 0 0 0 . Maximum possible total line flux (DU)

Itemp 2 0 0 0 . Total line flux initial temperature
init_o2r 1 . Initial [Oil] doublet intensity ratio
o2 rmin 0 . Minimum possible doublet intensity ratio
o2 rmax 2 . Maximum possible doublet intensity ratio

o2 rtemp 2 . Doublet intensity ratio initial temperature
init.bk 0 . Initial background level (DU)
bkmin -5. Minimum background level (DU)
bkmax 5. Maximum background level (DU)

bktemp 1 0 . Background level temperature
nsamp 500 Number of 5D pareimeter space samples

dispersion 1.58 Dispersion (A/pixel)
instprof empirical Instrumented profile (empirical/gaussian/box)

in.eiprof mosJp_e27 Name of instrumental profile image
specres 5. Spectral resolution (A)
sosamp 1 Spectral Oversampling
redshift 0.3412 Redshift of galeixy

bkgsig 8 .1 Background sigma (DU)
metseed 11441 Metropolis seed

mode q

calculations.

For each of the 5 synthetic rotation curve parameters, ELFIT2D has 4  

control parameters. For example, initjvs, vsimin^ vsimax and vsitemp control 

what steps wiU be taken by the Metropolis algorithm. Initially, trial values 

wiU be uniformly generated between init-vs — 0.5x vsitemp and init.vs + 

0.5x vsitemp. As the Metropolis algorithm proceeds, both the temperature 

and the location around which steps are generated change, but trial values
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are never allowed outside the range defined by vsimin and vsimax. The value 

of a given parameter can be held fixed throughout a Metropolis search by 

simply setting its initial temperature to zero.

The Metropolis search stops after it has accepted nsamp iterations. The 

parameter dispersion gives the number of Angstroms per pixel in the input 

spectrum. The dispersion is set by the grism used during the observations. 

There are three choices for the instrumental profile of the spectrograph: gaus

sian, box and empirical. Obviously, the last choice is the best one to use when 

an instrumental profile is available. The parameter in-eiprof is the name of 

ein ID image containing an instrumental profile which can be derived from 

comparison arc lines for exéimple (see Section 6.1.4 for details). Each column 

of the simulated 2D spectra was convolved with this ID instrumental profUe 

using the Fourier Convolution Theorem. End effects were avoided with zero- 

padding. The parameters specres and sosamp are only used for the gaussian 

and box instrumental profiles.

Finally, bkgsig is the standard deviation of background pixel values mea

sured by performing image statistics in background sections of the input spec

trum images, and metseed is a large odd integer number needed to seed the 

random generator used for the Metropolis trial values. The use of ELFIT2D 

is not restricted to the [Oil] doublet emission line. Other emission lines can 

be easily analyzed by changing the emission line rest wavelength(s) specified 

in the first lines of the source code.

The performance of ELFIT2D is analyzed in the next section.
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6.4 S im ulations

6.4.1 Confidence Intervals

The validity of the confidence intervals returned by the Bayesian approach 

in ELFIT2D can be tested by running ELFIT2D on a  number of noise re

alizations of the same galaxy rotation curve spectrum. A  simulation of a 

typiccd SIS/L0RAL3 spectrum (t =  2 x 3600sec, =  8  e~) of a  z =  0.35

galaxy with Vrot sin i =  130 km /s, disk scale length of 2 .0 h~^ kpc, [Oil] ratio 

of 1 .0 , toted [Oil] flux of 1053 DU and background level of 0 DU was cre

ated. Random noise was added to this galaxy spectrum using the IRAF task 

MKNOISE in the ARTDATA package. Fifty gedaxy spectra were created 

using a different seed for the noise each time. ELFIT2D was run with the 

same initial conditions on all fifty spectra. The results are given in Table 6.3 

and shown in Figure 6.3.

Columns 2-5 in Table 6.3 show that the measured median values are 

scattered in an unbiased way eirotmd the true parameter values. Column 8 

gives for each parameter the fraction /  of spectra in which the true parame

ter value was within the 6 8 % confidence interval derived by ELFIT2D from 

the posterior probability distribution P{u>\D, M).  These confidence intervals 

include the true value between 0.56 and 0.72 of the time according to the 

/  values. The expected value of 0.68 for /  corresponds to 34 spectra out 

of 50, and the cr = 5.8 Poisson error can account for the fluctuations seen 

in / .  Therefore, the confidence intervals given by ELFIT2D are valid. Fig

ure 6.4 shows P{Vrotsini\D,M)  for three noise realizations. It is interesting 

to note that the skewness of the distributions exhibits the same behavior as
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P(p\N ,n)  in the suspicious coin experiment (see Figure 6.2).

Table 6.3: ELFIT2D results for 50 different noise realizations of the seime 
gcilaxy rotation curve.

Parameter

(1 )

Input value 

(2 )

Mean

(3)

a

(4)

Median

(5)

Min.

(6 )

Max.

(7)

/

(8 )

Vrot sin i  (km/s) 130 1 2 0 23 1 2 0 63 173 0.64

r j (h~^ kpc) 2 .0 2 .1 0.5 2 .0 1 .1 3.0 0.56

Itot (DU) 1053 1046 124 1069 742 1290 0.62

[Oil] ratio 1 .0 1 .0 0 .2 1 .0 0.57 1.61 0.72

Bkg Level (DU) 0 .0 0 .0 1 0 .2 0 .1 0 -0 .39 0.63 0 .6 8

6.4.2 Parameter Recovery

At a fixed total observed emission line flux, the signed-to-noise (S/N) ratio 

in spatially-resolved spectra depends on the apparent size and Vrot sin i 

of the target galaxies. In read-out and sky photon noise limited spectra, 

the rotation curve of smeJl, slow rotating galaxies have higher S/N  ratios 

because the emission line flux is spread over a smellier area on the CCD 

detector. The complex interplay between flux, intrinsic size, rotation velocity 

and redshift yielding the final S /N  vedues cein only be thoroughly modelled 

through simulations. ELFIT2D was tested on a set of simulations spanning 

a wide remge of pareimeter values and hence, a wide reinge of S/N  ratios to 

look for systematic biases and param eter covariances. A total of 342 rotation
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Figure 6.3: ELFIT2D median parameter values for fifty noise realizations of 
the same galaxy rotation curve. Each panel shows 50 vertical lines corre
sponding to the median parameter values returned by ELFIT2D for the 50 
different noise realizations. The parameter values used in the simulations are 
Vrot sin i = 130 km /s, disk scale length =  2.0h~^ kpc, [Oil] ratio =  1 .0 , total 
[Oil] flux =  1053 DU and background level =  0 DU.
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Figure 6.4: 3 simulated posterior probability distributions P{Vrotsini\D, M) 
with median Vrot sin i  of 89, 130 and 173 km /s respectively. The true Vrot 
sin i value is 130 km /s. These distributions should be compared with those 
of the suspicious coin experiment shown in Figure 6.2.
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curve simulations were analyzed with ELFIT2D.

The simulated rotation curves were created using an IRAF/SPP task 

Ccdled G02DBLT which produced simulated spectra of the [Oil] doublet 

following the description of synthetic rotation curves given in section 6 .1 . 

Photon and read-out noise was added using the IRAF task MKNOISE in 

the ARTDATA package. Each simulated rotation curve was the sum of two 

3600s exposures and was analyzed with ELFIT2D as if it were a real observed 

spectrum. Canonical parameter values were Vrot sin i =  130 km/s, disk scale 

length of 2.0h~^ kpc, [Oil] ratio of 1.0, total [Oil] flux of 1053 DU and back

ground level of 0 DU. With these values, the S/N ratios in simulations were 

typically worse than the S/N ratios of observed spectra. For excunple, most 

target galaxies had disk scale length less than 2.0 h“  ̂ kpc (see Table 7.3), 

and only 4 out of 13 observed MOS spectra had total [Oil] fluxes lower than 

1053 DU. On the other hand, only 2 out of 9 SIS spectra had total [Oil] 

fluxes higher than 1053 DU, so another set of simulations with total [Oil] 

flux of 526 DU was generated. All observed SIS spectra had total [Oil] fluxes 

higher than this lower flux limit.

Two main sets of simulations were created: one for SIS and one for MOS. 

Each set was further subdivided in low and high redshift subsets (z=0.25 

and z=0.42), and each of these subsets comprised 5 sequences with each 

sequence exploring a range of values for a given pareimeter. The parameter 

values used in the five simulation sequences are given in Table 6.4. The 

independent variables in sequences 1, 2, 4 and 5 were disk scale length, Vrot 

sin i, total [Oil] flux and [Oil] ratio respectively. Sequence 3 was made up 

of random combinations of peirameter values. Note that the parameters for
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the sequences 1.3 and 2.3 are given in order — i.e. the first simulation had 

Td =  2.5 h~^ kpc, Vrot sin i  =  130 km/s and a  [Oil] ratio of 0.3, the second 

simulation had r^ =  1 .0  h “  ̂ kpc, Vrot sin i =  173 km/s and a [Oil] ratio of 

1.5, and so on. The total [Oil] flux in all 1.x sequences was 1052 DU, and 

the total [Oil] flux in the 2.x simulation sequences generated for SIS was 526 

DU. A flve-panel figure showing parameter variations measured by ELFIT2D 

as a function of input vedues of the independent variable was plotted for each 

sequence. The identification numbers labelling all these figures are given in 

Table 6.5. Table 6.5 gives Figure ID for sequences 1.1 through 1.5 and 2.1 

through 2.5 generated for MOS and SIS at low (z=0.25) and high (z=0.42) 

redshifts.

For the simulated SIS rotation curves, ELFIT2D did a remarkable job 

at recovering the input parameter values even in the 2 .x sequences which 

had very low total [Oil] fluxes. For MOS, Figures 6.25 cind 6.30 show 

that ELFIT2D does well at recovering parameter values (except for the [Oil] 

ratio as expected from the spectral resolution of MOS), but worrisome biases 

are seen in other figures. In particular. Figure 6.24 shows that, for MOS 

data, the scale lengths measured by ELFIT2D are consistently too low and 

the measured Vrot sin i ’s are consistently too low for input Vrot sin i  values 

greater than 150 km /s. The total [Oil] flux also appears to be systematically 

underestimated. These biases are what would be expected from spectra with 

S/N  ratios that are too low. These biases are particularly worrisome because 

they afiect two im portant variables. Disk scale length is used to determine 

whether [Oil] is concentrated in the nuclei of galaxies, and Vrot sin i is used 

to look for changes in luminosity. Figure 6.24 shows very low S/N  ratios
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introduce systematic errors which could be interpreted as anomalous [Oil] 

kinematics and/or luminosity boosting.

One of the limitations of the body of simulations described so far is 

its set of canonical pareimeter values. Ideally, simulations should all be re

run for 2 2  different sets of canonical pareimeter values, one per observed 

spectrum. It would be the best way to test the performance of ELFIT2D 

on each spectrum. However, this would require generating close to 7500 

simulations which could only be aneilyzed in a reeisonable time with faster 

computers. Are the biases seen in the MOS simulations simply due to the 

fact that MOS simulations had lower S/N ratios than the observations? To 

answer this question, additional MOS simulations were generated. Sequence 

2  was generated for each galaxy observed with MOS. The broad-band disk 

scale length taken from Table 5.1 was used for the [Oil] scale length. The 

totéil [Oil] flux of the galaxy was taken to be its observed flux (Table 7 .3 ). 

It is important to keep mind that the observed total [Oil] flux could be an 

underestimate in some cases as suggested by Figure 6.24. The redshift of 

the simulations of a  given galaxy was the redshift given in Table 5.1 for that 

gcilaxy. Figures 6.33 to 6.37 show ELFIT2D measured disk scale length and 

Vrot sin i as a function of input Vrot sin i for each galaxy observed with MOS. 

These figures are discussed galaxy by galaxy in Section 7.3.
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Table 6.4: ELFIT2D Simulation Test Sequences

ID r<i
(troo kpc)

Vrot sin i 
(km/s)

Itot
(DU)

[Oil]
Ratio

Bkg
(DU)

1 .1 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

130 1052 1 .0 0 .0

1 .2 2 .0 43 87 130 173 
216 260

1052 1 .0 0 .0

1.3 2.5 1.0 3.0 1.5 
0.5 3.5 2.0 0.7 
1.8 2.7

130 173 260 238 
216 87 43 152 
195 104

1052 0.3 1.5 0.7 0.5 
1.0 0.9 0.5 0.8 
1.2 0.4

0 .0

1.4 2 .0 130 250 350 500 
750 850 1000 
1150 1300 1500 
1500 1750 2000 
2250 2500 2750 
3000

1 .0 0 .0

1.5 2 .0 130 1052 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
1.1 1.3

0 .0

2 .1 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

130 526 1 .0 0 .0

2 .2 2 .0 0 17 35 43 
52 69 87 104 
121 130 139 156 
173 190 216 260

526 1 .0 0 .0

2.3 2.5 1.0 3.0 1.5 
0.5 3.5 2.0 0.7 
1.8 2.7

130 173 260 238 
216 87 43 152 
195 104

526 0.3 1.5 0.7 0.5 
1.0 0.9 0.5 0.8 
1.2 0.4

0 .0

2.5 2 .0 130 526 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 
1.1 1.3

0 .0
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Table 6.5: ELFIT2D Simulation Sets

MOS/
SIS

z Pigur*îID
1 .1 1 .2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2 .1 2 .2 2.3 2.4 2.5

SIS 0.25 6.5 6 .6 6.7 6 .8 6.9 6 .1 0 6 .1 1 6 .1 2 — 6.13
0.42 6.14 6.15 6.16 6.17 6.18 6.19 6 .2 0 6 .2 1 — 6 .2 2

MOS 0.25 6.23 6.24 6.25 6.26 6.27 — — — — —

0.42 6.28 6.29 6.30 6.31 6.32 — — — — —
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Figure 6.28: z =  0.42 ELFIT2D MOS test sequence 1
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Figure 6.33: ELFIT2D MOS scale length and Vrot sin i tests - 1. From top
to bottom: A2390-100225, A2390-101084 and A2390-200928. The solid lines
show the input values as a function of Vrot sin i.
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Figure 6.34: ELFIT2D MOS scale length amd Vrot sin i tests - 2. From top
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Figure 6.35: ELFIT2D MOS scale length and Vrot sin i  tests - 3. From top
to bottom: E1512-201773, E1512-200730 and E1512-200334. The solid lines
show the input values as a function of Vrot sin i.
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Figure 6.36: ELFIT2D MOS scale length and Vrot sin i tests - 4. From top
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Chapter 7 

R esults

7.1 B road-B and Light Profiles

Galaxy luminosity profiles show the surface brightness of galaxies S (r) as 

a function of galactocentric radius r. They fall into two broad categories: 

exponenticd and de Vaucouleurs profiles. The exponential profile is given by

S(r) =  Zoe-"/'" (7.1)

where So and are the central surface brightness cind scale length of the 

disk respectively. Disks are best fitted by an exponential profile. The de 

Vaucouleurs profile (also known as the law) is given by

S (r) =  (7.2)

where S , and r ,  are known as the effective surface brightness and radius re

spectively. The de Vaucouleurs profile is a purely empirical fit to the profiles 

of elliptical galaxies and bulges. It is relatively eeisy to qualitatively deter

mined whether a given galaxy profile is exponential or de Vaucouleurs by

111
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plotting log S as function of r or In the log S — r  plane, an exponential 

profile will simply look like a stredght line whereas a de Vaucouleurs will look 

“concave up” . Similarly, in the log S — plane, a de Vaucouleurs pro

file will be a straight line whereas the exponential profile will look “concave 

down”.

The initial plan was to perform deep SIS imaging on all target galaodes 

during the August 1994 observing run. However, technical problems eind 

bad weather in July made it necessary to devote most of the August run to 

spectroscopic observations. Consequently (and unfortunately), the imaging 

data set is quite heterogeneous: Gunn r  and g MOS images taken by the 

CNOC cluster surveys for all target galaxies, I band SIS images obtedned for 

9 galaxies during the July cind August runs, and deep V and R images of 

two galaxies obtained during a third run in September 1994 unrelated to the 

current project.

Galaxy luminosity profiles were measured using the task ELLIPSE in the 

STSDAS/ISOPHOTE package. ELLIPSE fits the galaxy luminosity profiles 

with isophotal ellipses following Jedrzejewski (1987). The fits were made with 

four degrees of freedom: x  cind y coordinates of galaxy center, ellipticity and 

position angle of the semi-major axis. Starting from user-specified values 

for the semi-major axis, x and y axis center, ellipticity and position angle, 

ELLIPSE samples the image along a first-guess elliptical path to produce 

a 1-dimensional intensity distribution as a function of the ellipse eccentric 

anomaly. The harmonic content of this distribution is analyzed by least- 

squeires fitting, and the changes to the initial parameter values are given by 

the harmonic amplitudes. Once convergence has been achieved, ELLIPSE
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proceeds outwards to the next radius until the profile gradient is less than 

a user-specified firaction of the RMS intensity residuals along the isopho

tal path. Parameter values are frozen beyond this point to determine the 

intensity levels of the outwardmost isophotes.

Gunn r  and g luminosity profiles measured from CNOC MOS images are 

shown in Figures 7.1- 7.4 and Figures 7.5- 7.8. SIS I band profiles cure shown in 

Figures 7.9 and 7.10. SIS V and R profiles are shown in Figure 7.11. The solid 

lines are exponential profile fits with the scale length shown for each galaxy. 

The galactocentric radius in kiloparsecs was computed from the apparent 

size in arcseconds and the galaxy redshift using the angulcur distance relation 

for qo =  0.5. Discussion of these broad-band galaxy luminosity profiles is 

deferred to section 7.3 where they are compared to [Oil] morphologies.
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Figure 7.1: CNOC MOS Gunn r galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting from the top: A2390-101033 zind A2390- 
100686, A2390-350416 and A2390-350471, E1512-301037 and E1512-101526. 
The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis waa calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy and the angular distance relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.2: CNOC MOS Gunn r galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting from the top: E1512-201429 and E1621- 
100515, A2390-100225 and A2390-101084, A2390-200928 and A2390-200802. 
The solid lines cure exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galcixy. The physical distance on the x-axis was calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy and the angulzur distemce relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.3: CNOC MOS Gunn r galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row cind starting from the top: A2390-200372 and E1512- 
201845, E1512-201773 and E1512-200730, E1512-200334 and E1512-200672. 
The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis was calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy and the angular distance relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.4: CNOC MOS Gunn r galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting firom the top: E1512-201268 and E1512- 
202096, E1512-201125. The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the 
scale length shown for each galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis wais 
calculated from the redshift of the gaJaxy aind the angulair distance relation 
for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.5: CNOC MOS Gunn g galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting from the top: A2390-101033 and A2390- 
100686, A2390-350416 and A2390-350471, E1512-301037 and E1512-101526. 
The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galaxy. The physical distance on the x-eods was calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy and the angular distance relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.6: CNOC MOS Gunn g galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting from the top: E1512-201429 and E1621- 
100515, A2390-100225 and A2390-101084, A2390-200928 and A2390-200802. 
The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis was calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy cind the angular distance relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.7: CNOC MOS Gunn g galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row cind starting from the top: A2390-200372 and E1512- 
201845, E1512-201773 and E1512-200730, E1512-200334 and E1512-200672. 
The solid lines are exponential disk fits with the scale length shown for each 
galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis was calculated from the redshift 
of the galaxy and the angular distance relation for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.8: CNOC MOS Gunn g galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
ELLIPSE. Row-by-row and starting from the top: E1512-201268 and E1512- 
202096, E1512-201125. The solid lines eire exponenticd disk fits with the 
scale length shown for each galaxy. The physical distance on the x-axis was 
calculated from the redshift of the galaxy and the angular distance relation 
for qo =  0.5 .
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Figure 7.10: SIS I band gcdaxy luminosity profiles determined with ELLIPSE. 
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Figure 7.11: SIS V and R band galaxy luminosity profiles determined with 
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7.2 Pciram eter V alues and  P robab ility  D istr i
b u tion s

Results of the ELFIT2D analysis are presented in this section. Tables 7.1 

and 7.2 show the initial conditions of the ELFIT2D parameter searches. Ini- 

tied values and temperatures are given for each parameter. The physically 

allowed range for ELFIT2D [Oil] ratio values is 0.6 to 2.9 as discussed in 

section 4.3.1. Table 7.3 gives the best parameters values and their 68% con

fidence interval as defined in section 6.2. Kinematically anomalous galaxies 

(see Section 7.3) are identified by the superscript n, cluster galaxies are iden

tified by the superscript c, and kinematically normal galsodes axe identified 

by a dagger (f). Figures 7.12 to 7.33 show the five peirameter posterior prob

ability distributions for each gcdaxy. The median value as well as the lower 

and upper bounds of the 68% confidence interval are marked by vertical 

dotted lines.
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Figure 7.12: Param eter Probability Functions - A2390-101033. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, A r j =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  = 50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and A bkg 
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Figure 7.13: Parameter Probability Fimctions - A2390-100686. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
= 5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio = 0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.15: Peircimeter Probability Functions - A2390-350471. Each distri
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=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dcished lines
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Figure 7.17: Paxzuneter Probability Functions - E1512-301037B. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
= 5 km /s, Ard  =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  = 50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.18: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-101526. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
= 5 km /s, A rj = 0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  = 50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 cind Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.19: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-201429. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, A r j =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and A bkg 
=  0.05 DU. The medicin value eis well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.20: Param eter Probability Functions - E1621-100515. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  = 50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.21: Parameter Probability Functions - A2390-100225. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A[OII] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence intervéïl are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Table 7.1: Parameter Value Secirch — Initial Conditions — Part 1

m
^bkg
(DU)

Vrot^im
ItotC

Bkg

(km/s)
DU)
(DU)

Td (hiô o kpc) 
[Oil] Ratio

init min max T init min max T
A2390-101033 8.33 325 -500 150 350 0.5 -1.0 2.0 3.0

2500 1000 4000 3000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

A2390-100686 6.61 150 0 300 300 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0
600 1 1200 1200 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

A2390-350416 6.56 0 -200 200 400 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0
750 1 1500 1500 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

A2390-350471 6.30 250 0 500 500 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0
600 1 1200 1200 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-301037A 7.92 150 0 300 300 1.0 0.0 2.0 2.0
1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
E1512-301037B 7.92 150 0 300 300 1.0 0.0 2.0 2.0

1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-101526 6.48 0 -300 300 600 0.5 -1.0 2.0 3.0
750 1 1500 1500 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-201429 6.60 150 0 300 300 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0
750 1 1500 1500 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1621-515 6.38 -150 -300 0 300 2.5 0.0 5.0 5.0
1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
A2390-100225 9.46 0 -300 300 600 0.0 -2.0 2.0 4.0

1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

A2390-101084 10.1 -400 -600 -200 400 0.5 -1.0 2.0 3.0
5000 3000 7000 4000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
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Table 7.2: Paxéuneter Value Search — Initial Conditions — P art 2

ID
^bkg

(DU)

Vrotsint
Itot I 
Bkg

(km/s)
DU)
(DU)

(hjoo kpc) 
[on] Ratio

init min max T init min max T
A2390-200928 9.8 300 0 600 600 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0

750 1 1500 1500 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

A2390-200802 10.76 -100 -400 200 600 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0
1500 1 3000 3000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
A2390-200372 10.66 0 -200 200 400 3.0 1.0 5.0 4.0

1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-201845 7.89 300 0 600 600 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0
1500 500 2500 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
E1512-201773 8.39 -300 -600 0 600 0.5 -1.0 2.0 3.0

2500 1000 4000 3000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-200730 8.18 0 -200 200 400 0.5 -1.0 2.0 3.0
1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
E1512-200334 8.92 250 0 500 500 3.0 0.0 6.0 6.0

1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-200672 9.16 50 -200 300 500 -0.5 -2.0 1.0 3.0
750 1 1500 1500 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-201268 8.06 0 -300 300 600 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0
1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
E1512-202096 8.50 0 -200 200 400 2.0 0.0 4.0 4.0

1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3
0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0

E1512-201125 8.09 0 -300 300 600 0.0 -2.0 2.0 4.0
1000 1 2000 2000 1.75 0.6 2.9 2.3

0.0 -5.0 5.0 10.0
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Table 7.3: Best Param eter Values and Confidence Intervals

m Vrot sin i rd Itot (oni Bkg

(km/s ) (bloo kpc) (DU) Ratio (DU)

A2390-101033™ -212 + 9
11 0.09 + 0.02

-0 .0 2 1889 +  76 
-  89 0.9 + 0 .2 0

- 0 .3 0 2.1 + 0 .3
- 0 .4

A2390-100686^ 91 + 21
39 2.3 + 0 .50

-0 .4 0 778 +  82 
-  80 0.7 + 0 .2 0

-0 .2 0 0.1 + 0.2
- 0 .2

A2390-350416^ 62 + 18
21 1.9 + 0 .40

- 0 .4 0 797 +  87 
— 88 0.6 + 0 .2 0

- 0 .1 0 0.4 + 0 .3  
—0.3

A2390-350471^ 171 + 26
29 2.2 + 0.70

-0 .5 0 612 +  90 
-1 1 1 2.2 + 0 .7 0

-1 .0 0 0.2 + 0.2
- 0 .2

E1512-301037At 77 + 22
24 1.8 + 0 .20

- 0 .5 0 909 +111
-1 2 7 1.0 + 0 .4 0

- 0 .3 0 1.2 + 0 .6
- 0 .7

E1512-301037Bt 86 + 8
18 0.8 + 0.40

-0 .2 0 956 +185
-1 4 2 2.8 + 0 .0 6

-0 .4 0 0.4 + 1 .0
- 0 .9

E1512-101526" -222 + 1 4 3  
-  33 0.1 + 0 .40

-0 .1 0 657 +  65 
-1 0 0 0.9 + 0 .5 0

- 0 .3 0 0.6 + 0 .3
- 0 .4

E1512-201429f 151 + 13
11 1.0 + 0.20

- 0 .1 0 1181 +  75 
-  82 0.8 + 0 .2 0

- 0 .2 0 0.2 + 0.2
- 0 .2

E1621-100515 -237 + 18
7 0.8 + 0 .20

-0 .1 0 798 +  78 
-  73 2.8 + 0 .2 0

- 0 .6 0 0.2 + 0 .3
—0.3

A2390-100225 61 + 1 2 1
- 1 0 7 0.6 + 0.50

-0 .4 0 437 +  78 
-  76 2.1 + 0 .7 0

- 1 .1 0 -1 .3 +0.5
- 0 .5

A2390-101084~ -271 + 12
12 0.4 + 0 .03

- 0 .0 6 3517 +105 
-  90 1.8 + 0 .4 0

-0 .2 0 1.4 + 0 .4
- 0 .8

A2390-200928^ 65 + 13IS 0.3 + 0 .20
-0 .1 0 1031 +  81 

-  84 2.9 + 0 .0 4
-0 .2 0 -0 .1 + 0 .4

- 0 .4

A2390-200802t -198 + 76
65 1.0 + 0 .40

-0 .5 0 781 +114 
-  98 1.6 + 0 .9 0

- 0 .7 0 0.7 + 0 .6
- 0 .6

A2390-200372^ -8 6 + 52
18 3.2 + 0 .90

-0 .6 0 1354 +159
-1 7 4 1.2 + 0 .6 0

-0 .6 0 0.0 + 0.6
-O .S

E1512-201845" 385 + 22
31 0.4 + 0 .10

-0 .1 0 1457 + 76 
-  70 1.2 + 0 .8 0

- 0 .4 0 0.5 + 0 .3
- 0 .3

E1512-201773 -116 + 13
15 0.9 + 0.10

-0 .1 0 2765 + 80 
-  88 0.5 + 0 .2 0

-0 .1 0 1.4 + 0 .3
- 0 .4

E1512-200730" - 1 + 7
5 0.2 + 0 .10

-0 .1 0 1702 +  53 
-  58 2.7 + 0 .2 0

- 1 .0 2 -0 .6 + 0 .3
- 0 .2

E1512-2003341 60 + 46
31 1.5 + 0.30

-0 .3 0 1229 + 118
-1 1 9 1.8 + 0 .6 0

-0 .4 0 0.0 + 0 .4
- 0 .4

1E1512-200672" 44 + 56
91 0.3 + 0.10

-0 .1 0 1097 +  61 
-  80 2.8 + 0 .1 0

- 0 .4 0 0.9 + 0 .6
- 0 .5

E1512-201268^ 33 + 45
84 1.4 +0.30

-0 .2 0 777 + 74 
-  70 2.8 + 0 .1 0

- 0 .4 0 —0.3 + 0 .4
- 0 .4

E1512-202096t 28 + 39
33 2.0 + 0.20

-0 .3 0 1224 +  95 
-  91 2.4 + 0 .5 0

- 0 .8 0 -0 .4 + 0 .3
- 0 .3

E1512-201125" 59 + 79
92 0.5 + 0.40

•“ 0.30 377 +  78 -  62 2.6 + 0 .3 0
- 0 .4 0 -0 .5 + 0.5

- 0 .6
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Figure 7.22: Parameter Probability Functions - A2390-101084. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, Ard =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval être marked by verticéd dashed lines
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Figure 7.23: Parameter Probability Functions - A2390-200928. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The medictn value as weU as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.24: Parameter Probability Functions - A2390-200802. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, Ard =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical deished lines
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Figure 7.25: Parameter Probability Functions - A2390-200372. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A[OII] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.26: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-201845. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, Ar<f =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio = 0.05 and Abkg 
= 0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval être marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.27: Paraimeter Probability Functions - A2390-201773. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: â^Vsini 
= 5 km/s, A r j  =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Fignre 7.28: Pciraineter Probability Functions - E1512-200730. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, Ar<i =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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Figure 7.29: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-200334. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as weU as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by verticcd dashed lines
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Figure 7.30: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-200672. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i  
= 5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval éire marked by vertical deished lines
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Figure 7.31: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-201268. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, A rj =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dcished lines
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Figure 7.32: Parameter Probability Functions - E1512-202096. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes are: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, Ar<i =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A /  =  50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well sis the lower sind upper bounds of the 
68% confidence intervsd sire msirked by verticsil dashed lines
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Figure 7.33: Param eter Probability Functions - E1512-201125. Each distri
bution is made up of 500 Metropolis selected points. Bin sizes cire: A V sin i 
=  5 km /s, A r j  =  0.05 h~^ kpc, A I  = 50 DU, A [Oil] ratio =  0.05 and Abkg 
=  0.05 DU. The median value as well as the lower and upper bounds of the 
68% confidence interval are marked by vertical dashed lines
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7.3 [O il] M orphologies

The ELFIT2D results presented in Section 7.2 can only be properly inter

preted by looking at the morphologies of the [Oil] emission. Clearly, Vrot sin 

i will not be a measurement of rotation if the [Oil] emission is concentrated 

in the nucleus of the galaxy. This section provides comments on ELFIT2D 

results, broad-bght cind [Oil] morphologies cind broad-hand disk scale lengths 

for each galaxy.

A 2390-101033. This galaxy looks completely normal on deep SIS V 

and R images apart for what appears to be ringing on one side of the disk. 

The surface brightness profiles are all fitted with an exponential disk scale 

length of 2.5 h"^ kpc (Figures 7.1, 7.5 and 7.11). There is a close companion 

at an apparent angular distance of 372 which corresponds to 7.7 h “  ̂ kpc at 

a redshift of 0.2460. The SIS [Oil] spectrum is striking (Figure 7.34). It 

shows a strong [Oil] emission superposed over a much fainter continuum. 

The continuum is extended wherezis the [Oil] emission is unresolved. AU of 

the emission is concentrated in the nucleus of the gcdaxy. The [Oil] scale 

length measured by ELFIT2D is 0.09 h"'^ kpc which is significantly

smaUer than the broad-band scale length. Moreover, there is an extension 

on one side of the [Oil] emission. This extension remains when the main 

unresolved [Oil] component is subtracted out. The extension could be the 

kinematical signature of a  smaU companion galaxy in the process of merg

ing with its host. If so, the extension would be direct evidence that minor 

mergers are responsible for enhanced star formation activity in some galaxies 

at intermediate redshifts. This galaxy is the prototype of a “kinematicaUy
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Figure 7.34: L eft: Observed SIS 2D spectrum of [Oil] nuclear emission in 
a galaxy at =  0.25 (A2390-I01033). The horizontal axis is the spatial axis, 
and the dispersion is along the vertical axis. [Oil] scale length =  0.09 IS.’ol 
h~^ kpc (qo =  0.5) and R band disk scale length =  2.4 ±  0.2 h~^ kpc. 
The faint, extended continuum of the galaxy can be seen on the original 
spectrum. The knot of [Oil] emission in the right-hand central region of the 
2D spectrum could be the signature of a very close companion in the process 
of merging with its host galaxy. Image scale =  0'.T7/pixel, dispersion =  
0.88 A/pixel, and seeing =  075 FWHM. R ight: 1800 seconds SIS R band 
direct image with 0 '.'087/pixel and seeing = 075 FWHM. The morphology is 
surprisingly normal apart from a “ringing” on the left-hand side of the disk. 
This “ringing” may be the result of tided interactions with the companion at 
a projected distance of 8 h”  ̂ kpc
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Figure 7.35: Left: Observed SIS 2D rotation curve of a  kinematiceilly normal 
galaxy a t z =  0.42 (E1512-201429). The horizontal axis is the spatial axis, 
and the dispersion is along the vertical axis. Total integration time of 4800 
seconds with a seeing of 0'.'6 FWHM. The [Oil] doublet components are 
resolved due to the (1+z) increase in spectral resolution. Vrot sin i =  151 
t  km /s, [Oil] scale length =  1.0 IJiio kpc (qo =  0.5). Image scale = 
0717/pixel and dispersion =  0.88 Â/pLxel. R ig h t: MOS 900 seconds R  band 
direct image. Image scale =  0 '.'32/pixel and broad-band disk scale length = 
1.8 ±  0.2 h-^ kpc.
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Figure 7.36: L eft: Observed SIS 2D spectrum of donut-shaped [Oil] emission 
in a galaxy a t z =  0.35 (E1512-301037). Image scale =  0717/pixel, dispersion 
=  0.88 A/pixel and seeing =  076 FWHM. This peculieir [Oil] morphology 
could be produced by a pair of very close galaxies or by an expanding gedactic 
supersheU. R ig h t: Sum of 3 direct SIS 300 seconds I band images. Image 
scale =  0717/pixel and seeing =  077 FWHM.
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anomalous" object. It resembles blue nucleated galaxies described by Schade 

et al. (1995).

A 2390-100686. This gedaxy looks normal in Gunn r and g and in I. 

The surface brightness profiles are barely resolved and have a scale length 

of 1.2 h"*̂  kpc (Figures 7.1, 7.5 and 7.9). There are no close compéinions. 

The SIS [Oil] spectrum shows a tilted, extended emission centered on a faint 

continuum as extended as the [Oil] emission. The tilted emission appears 

“puflfed up”. It is probably a result of seeing the [Oil] doublet components 

a lm o s t  resolved by wavelength stretching from the cosmological expansion. 

This object was classified as kinematically normal.

A 2390-350416. This galaxy looks normal in all three bcindpasses. It is 

better resolved in Gunn g than in Gunn r as shown by the surface brightness 

profiles on the CNOC MOS images (Figures 7.5 and 7.1). The Gunn g cind 

Johnson I profiles are fitted with a disk sccde length of 1.8 h"'^ kpc. There 

are no nearby companions. The SIS [Oil] spectrum shows a tilted line as 

extended eis the continuum light. The [Oil] scale length is 1.9 which is 

equal to the I and Gunn g scale lengths. The [Oil] emission is centered on 

the continuum. This object was classified as kinematiccdly normal.

A 2390-350471. The I image suggests that this galaxy could be dis

torted, but the Gunn r and g images look smooth. The position angle of its 

isophotes varies substantially. However, the surface brightness profiles are 

very well fitted by an exponential profile. The 1 and Gunn g profiles have 

a scade length of 1.4 h~^ kpc (Figures 7.10 and 7.5). There are no close 

companions. The SIS [Oil] spectrum shows a tilted line with no apparent 

distortion. The [Oil] scale length is 2.2 iSiso* This object was classified ais
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kinematically normal.

E1512-301037. This galaxy has faint distortions on the Gunn g and r 

CNOC MOS image. There are at least two faint tails. However, the Cunn r 

and g profiles are well-fitted by an exponential profile with a scale length of 

3.8 h“  ̂ kpc (Figures 7.1 and 7.5). There are two faint close companions with 

cin apparent angular distance of 5'.'4 (16.1 h'*  ̂ kpc at z =  0.3457). The SIS 

[Oil] spectrum is by far the most intriguing one in the sample. It shows a 

very faint continuum, and the [Oil] line is donut-shaped (Figure 7.36). This 

line shape can be interpreted m two ways: either (1) the line is made of two 

rotation curves from two galaxies very close together, or (2) the line arises 

from an expanding supershell presumably driven by supernova winds from a 

massive starburst. Unfortunately, no deep SIS images are avcdlable for this 

object. If option (1) is true, then the separation between the two gcdcixies 

would be O'.'S which corresponds to 2.5 h “  ̂kpc at a  redshift of 0.3457. Option 

(1) was retained for the ELFIT2D analysis. This is why there are two entries 

in Table 7.3. However, there is a problem with option (1). If this object is 

in fact a  very close pair, then there should a systematic offset in wavelength 

between the two rotation curves due to the relative velocities of the pzdr 

members. No such offset is observed. If option (2) is true, then the supersheU 

has a diameter of 2.5 h~^ kpc and an expansion velocity of about 80 km/s. 

These characteristics are amazingly similar to those of supersheUs observed 

in local dwarf irregular galaxies (Marlowe et al., 1995; Martin, 1995). It is 

likely th a t this object is a so-caUed Doppler ellipse, the first one found at 

intermediate redshifts. This object was of course classified as kinematicaUy 

cinomalous.
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E 1512-101526. The Gunn r  image shows the galaxy has a close com

panion at an apparent distance of 2'.T (6.8 h“  ̂ kpc at z =  0.4026). Gunn r  

and g profiles are well fitted with an exponential disk scale length of 3.1 h~^ 

kpc (Figures 7.1 and 7.5). The SIS [OU] spectrum has a faint continuum, 

and the [Oil] emission shows no sign of rotation and appears unresolved. The 

[Oil] scale length measured by ELFIT2D is 0.1 Ig jo h~^ kpc which is signif

icantly smaller than the broad-band scale lengths. This object was therefore 

classified as kinematically anomedous.

E 1512-201429. This galaxy looks normal in all three bandpeisses. It is 

resolved on the CNOC Gunn g and the SIS I band images. The profiles Ccm 

be fitted with a scale length of 1.8 h~^ kpc. (Figure 7.2, 7.6 and 7.9) The 

Gunn r  image is not well resolved. The nearest companion is at an appcirent 

angular distance of 570 (16.4 h“  ̂kpc at z =  0.4231). The SIS spectrum shows 

an extended continuum with a double tilted [Oil] emission line (Figure 7.35). 

The double line is in fact the two components of the [Oil] doublet resolved 

as a result of wavelength stretching by the cosmological expansion. The 

blue component of the doublet clearly has a different brightness from the red 

component as a function of galactocentric radius. This indicates that the 

electron density in the interstellar medium of this galaxy varies as a  function 

of distance from its center. This object was classified as kinematically normal.

E 1621-100515. This galaxy looks normal in all three bandpasses. The 

profiles are all very well fitted by an exponential disk scale length of 1.5 

h~^ kpc (Figures 7.2, 7.6 and 7.10). There are no close companions. The 

SIS spectrum shows a tilted line with a faint, extended continuum. Unfor

tunately, the line received a  string of cosmic rays hits which seem to have
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affected the ELFIT2D fit. This object was classified as kinematically normal, 

but it Weis not included in the final TuUy-Fisher sample because of the effect 

of so many cosmic rays in the ELFIT2D fit.

A 2390-100225. This galaxy looks normal in I and Gunn r  and g. It 

is resolved on the SIS I and CNOC MOS Gunn r  images. The exponential 

profiles are weU fitted with a scale length of 1.2 h~^ kpc (Figures 7.2, 7.6 

cind 7.10). There are no close companions. The MOS spectrum shows a very 

faint, concentrated [Oil] emission. ELFIT2D was not able to achieve a good 

fit of this [Oil] distribution. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.33) 

shows that the [Oil] fiux received from this galaxy was simply too low for 

ELFIT2D to find meaningful parameter values.

A 2390-101084. Deep SIS V and R images show that this distorted 

geJaxy has at least four close companions within a radius of 472 (9.8 h~^ 

kpc). The Gunn images edso show many faint companions. This galaxy is 

in fact the central cD galaxy of the cluster AbeU 2390. This galaxy was 

observed serendipitously éis peirt of one of the MOS multi-object exposures. 

The V and R surface profiles have a scale length of 2.5 h~^ kpc (Figure 7.11). 

The MOS spectrum shows a strong, unresolved [Oil] emission line. The [Oil] 

scale length is 0.4 lone h"^ kpc which is significantly smaller than the broad

band scale length. This object was classified as kinematically anomalous. 

Since cD galaxies are believed to be the result of galaxy cannibalism, this 

suggests that kinematiccJly anomalous gedaxies may be related to merging 

events. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.33) shows no biases.

A 2390-200928. This galaxy is not clearly resolved on the CNOC MOS 

images. There is no sign of distortions, and there éire no close companions.
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The MOS spectrum shows a fairly concentrated [Oil] emission. The [Oil] 

scale length is 0.3 h"'^ kpc. This object was classified as kinematically

normal. However, if the broad-band scale length has been seriously under

estimated due to seeing effects, then this galaxy should have been classified 

zis kinematically anomalous. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.33) 

shows no biases.

A2390-200802. This gédaxy is barely resolved on the CNOC MOS im

ages, and it looks more elongated in g than in r. The exponential profiles 

can be fitted with a scale length of about 1.2 h“  ̂ kpc (Figures 7.2, 7.6). 

There are no signs of distortions, and there are no close compeinions. The 

MOS spectrum shows a compact, tilted line. The [Oil] scale length is 1.0 

tq go h~^ kpc which is identical to the broad-band scale length. This object 

was cléissified as kinematically normzd. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Fig

ure 6.34) shows no r^ bias, but Vrot sin i appears to slightly overestimated. It 

is therefore not surprising to find this galaxy above the Tully-Fisher relation 

in Figure 7.37 with a large error bar.

A2390-200372. The galaxy is fully resolved on the CNOC MOS Gunn 

r  zind g images, and it looks normal on both images. The exponential profiles 

are well fitted with a scale length of 1.7 h“  ̂ kpc (Figures 7.3 and 7.7). The 

nearest object is at an apparent angular distance of 578 (17 h~^ kpc at 

z =  0.3485). The MOS spectrum shows a nice tilted line over a faint, less 

extended continuum. The [Oil] emission, which is centered on the continuum 

emission, has a scale length of 3.2 1° go h“  ̂ kpc. This object weis classified as 

kinematically normal. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.34) shows 

no biases.
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E1512-201845. The galaxy is fully resolved on the CNOC MOS Gunn 

r and g images, and it has a distorted morphology. There are two close 

companions within a  radius of 4'.'2 (12 h” *- kpc at z =  0.3387). The profiles 

are not well fitted by an exponential. In fact, the profiles have the shape 

expected from a de Vaucouleurs profile in log S — r  space. If an exponentied 

is used to fit the profiles, the resulting scale length is 4.8 h~^ kpc (figures 7.3 

and 7.7). The MOS spectrum shows a strong cind slightly tilted [Oil] line 

centered on a faint continuum. The [Oil] scale length was 0.4 tJiio 

kpc which is much smaller than the broad-band sccde length. This early- 

type gedaxy was classified as kinematically éinomalous. The MOS ELFIT2D 

simulation (Figure 6.34) shows no biases.

E1512-201773. This galaxy looks distorted on the SIS I band cind MOS 

Gunn r  images. There is a large extension on the west side. It may be a  close 

pair in the process of merging. The surface brightness profiles on the CNOC 

MOS images are very well fitted with an exponential sccde length of about 

1.6 h~^ kpc (Figures 7.3 and 7.7) whereas the SIS I bcind image yields a scéde 

length of 1.2 h~^ kpc (Figure 7.9). The MOS spectrum shows a very strong, 

tilted line, but this line appears to be significantly distorted with respect to 

a pure rotation curve. This object was not included in the final Tully-Fisher 

saimple. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.35) shows no biases.

E1512-200730. The galaxy is fuUy resolved on the CNOC MOS Gunn 

r and g images, and it looks smoother on the r image. There are no close 

companions. The exponential profiles are well fitted with a scale length of 

1.5 h“  ̂ kpc (Figure 7.3 and 7.7). The MOS spectrum shows an unresolved 

[Oil] emission. The [Oil] scale length was 0.2 1°;]° h“  ̂ kpc. This object
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was classified, as kinematically anomalous. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation 

(Figure 6.35) shows no biases.

E1512-200334. The galaxy has a  fully resolved exponential profile in 

Gunn g with a scale length of 2.0 h~^ kpc (Figure 7.7), but it is not resolved 

in Gunn r . The Gunn g looks elongated, and there are no close companions. 

The MOS spectrum shows a tilted [OH] centered on a faint continuum. The 

[on] scale length was 1.5 h"^ kpc, and this object was classified as

kinematically normal. The MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.35) shows 

no biases.

E1512-200672. The galaxy heis a  fully resolved exponential profile in 

Gunn g (scale length =  1.5 h“  ̂ kpc, Figure 7.7), but it is not well resolved 

in Gunn r. The Gunn g image has a very strong nucleus. There are no close 

companions. The MOS spectrum shows a strong, unresolved [Oil] emission 

centered on a faint continuum. The [Oil] scale length was 0.3 IJiio h"^ kpc, 

and this object was classified as kinematically cinomalous. Considering the 

fact that many kinematically anomalous galaxies have close companions, it 

is somewhat surprising that this galaxy is isolated. The MOS ELFIT2D 

simulation (Figure 6.36) shows no biases.

E1512-201268. The galaxy is not well resolved in Gunn g and r , so the 

scale length of 1.4 h"^ kpc (Figures 7.4 éind 7.8) is probably a lower limit. 

There are no close companions. The r  and g images are both elongated. The 

MOS spectrum shows an extended and tilted [Oil] line centered on a more 

compact continuum. The [Oil] scale length wzis 1.4 h~^ kpc, and this

object was classified as kinematically normal. This galaxy has low [Oil] fiux, 

so its Vrot sin i  has a fairly large error bar in Figure 7.37, and the MOS
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ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.36) shows that Vrot sin i  may be slightly 

underestim ated.

E1512-202096. This galaxy looks normal in all three bandpasses. The 

galaxy is best resolved in Gunn r . It is best fitted with a scale length of 2.1 

h"*̂  kpc (Figure 7.4). There are no close companions. The MOS spectrum 

shows a  very interesting [Oil] morphology. There is a  faint rotational compo

nent symmetric about the faint continuum. Atop this rotational component, 

there is a  relatively strong source about O'.'S (2.6 h“  ̂ kpc at a redshift of 

0.4252) away from the center of the continuum. This source, which is unre

solved spatially eind spectrally, could be a giant HII region. The [Oil] scale 

length measured with ELFIT2D weis 2.0 h“  ̂ kpc, which is identical to

the broad-band scale length. Based upon its faint rotational component, this 

object was cleissified as kinematiccilly normal. The MOS ELFIT2D simula

tion (Figure 6.36) shows no biases.

E1512-201125. This galaxy is resolved in Gunn r  (scale length =  1.6 

h“  ̂ kpc. Figure 7.4), but it is not resolved in Gunn g. The r image looks 

distorted. There is an small extension on one side which could be a very 

close companion. The MOS spectrum shows a faint [Oil] line which is not 

resolved. The [Oil] scale length was 0.5 h"^ kpc, and this object was

cléissified as kinematicéJly anomalous. Despite the very low [Oil] flux, the 

MOS ELFIT2D simulation (Figure 6.36) shows no systematic biases, but the 

scatter in Vrot sin i is leurge.

Seven géiléixies (identified by the superscript n in Table 7.3) have [0 

II] scale lengths signiflcantly smaller (éind consistent with being unresolved) 

thcin their broad-band scale lengths. Two of these géilaxies (identified by
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the superscript c in Table 7.3) eire serendipitously observed cluster galaxies. 

Such discrepancies indicate th a t the [Oil] gas kinematics is decoupled from 

galaxy rotation in some galaxies. Two properties of kinematically anomalous 

galaxies have emerged so far: (1) AU but one have close companions. This 

suggests that enhanced star formation activity may be the result of merger 

events; and (2) Some of these galaxies appears to be of early-types. Kine- 

maticaUy "anomalous" field galaxies make up 25% of the field sample. This 

percentage is similar to the fraction (20%) of field galaxies up to z =  0.3 

with properties between Seyfert 2 galaxies and LINERs (Tresse et al., 1994). 

Unfortunately, the study of kinematical Einomalies is not suited to long-slit 

or multi-object spectrographs. SUts provide spatial information along their 

axis. Only integral field spectrographs such as Fabry-Perot interferometers 

and fibre bundles can fuUy uncover the complex kinematics expected in those 

cases.

7.4 In term ed iate R edshift Tully-Fisher R ela 
tion

In order to construct an intermediate redshift TuUy—Fisher relation, we used 

galcLxies satisfying the foUowing two selection criteria: (1) a difference be

tween the position angle of the slitlet and the position angle of the major 

axis of the galaxy less than 45°, and (2) consistent [Oil] and broad-band scale 

lengths. Criterion (1) was applied only to the MOS data, since a misalign

ment between the major axis of a  galaxy and the position angle of the slitlet 

artificiaUy decreases the magnitude of Vrot sin i. Figure 7.37 shows Vrot sin i
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versus k—corrected absolute B magnitude for the 12 remaining kinematically 

"normal" galéixies. Vrot sin i ’s and B magnitudes were taken from Tables 7.3 

and 5.1 respectively.

The solid line is the expected He rotation velocity as derived from the 

absolute calibration of the B-band inclination—corrected TF relation for local 

galaxies (Pierce and TuUy, 1992; Jacoby et al., 1992) and a linear fit to the HI 

velocity w idth—Hg rotation velocity data of 204 galaxies (Mathewson et al., 

1992). See section 8.1 for details. Also shown is the BEa TF relation expected 

for randomly oriented disks (dashed line) based on the fact that <Vo6«> =  

0.7854 <Vedje-on> for randomly oriented disks.

Since we selected relatively elongated galaxies on CNOC images, and 

seeing tends to make galaxy images rounder, it is likely that the observed 

galaxies were on average much more inclined them a randomly inclined sam

ple. The solid line should therefore be closer to the local TF locus of our 

sample. The implications of Figure 7.37 for galaxy evolution are discussed 

in section 8.3.
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Figure 7.37: sin i versus rest—frame absolute B magnitude for kine
matically normal galcudes observed with SIS (filled circles) and MOS (open 
circles). The error bears are 68% confidence levels. The solid line is the ex
pected Hq rotation velocity as derived from the absolute calibration of the 
B-band inclination—corrected TF relation for loced galaxies and a linear fit to 
the HI velocity width—Hq rotation velocity data of 204 galcixies. The dashed 
line is the Scime TF relation corrected for randomly oriented disks using 
<Vobs> =  0.7854 VTF(edge-on).



Chapter 8 

D iscussion

8.1 T h e Local T ully-F isher R elation

The Tully-Fisher relation is an empirical relationship between the luminosity 

of a spiral/irregular galaxy and its rotational velocity. It is interesting to note 

that even though a variant of the TuUy-Fisher relation wéis first used by Opik 

(1922) to find the distance to the Andromeda galaxy (Messier 31), it took 55 

years to fuUy realize its potenticd as a major component of the extragalactic 

distance scale (TuUy and Fisher, 1977). The global neutral hydrogen 21cm 

linewidth corrected for inclination cind receiver broadening is usuaUy used as 

a measure of a galaxy's rotational velocity whUe CCD detectors are used to 

measure the galaxy's toted Ught and inclination.

The physical basis of the relation is not understood because the process of 

galaxy formation remains for the most part a mystery. Simple “back-of-the- 

envelope" arguments (Jacoby et al., 1992) based on too many assumptions 

(spherical symmetry, constcint surface brightness and constant mass-to-Ught 

ratio) can be used as a plausibiUty argument for the relation, but a thorough

166
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explanation will have to wait for better models of galaxy formation. The 

TuUy-Fisher relation highlights two remarkable properties of galaxies. First, 

the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies must remcdn constemt over a broad range 

in luminosity since the relation remains tight over at least 7 magnitudes (a 

factor of 600 in luminosity!). The dispersions for the TuUy-Fisher relations 

in the B, R and I bands are 0.37, 0.31 and 0.28 mag respectively. Second, 

there must be a conspiracy between the disks (luminous m atter) and halos 

(dark m atter) of galaxies such th a t both components “know” exactly how 

much each one should contribute to the mass within a characteristic optical 

radius cis a function of total galaxy mass.

Since there is a  good correlation between HI linewidth and galaxy lumi

nosity, it is reasonable (cind important!) to cisk whether rotation velocities 

measured from optical emission lines foUow a sim ilar relationship. After ciU, 

since the HI distribution in disk galaxies typicaUy extends twice as far in 

galactocentric distance as the optical emission, optical emission might not 

sample the fuU velocity width of disk galaxies. Moreover, rotational and tur

bulent motions both contribute to the intrinsic HE 21cm linedwidth. High 

luminosity galaxies are rotationaUy-supported whereas low luminosity dwarf 

galaxies are supported by turbulence. A major advantage of optical rotation 

curves is the possibiUty of isolating the rotational component based on its 

characteristic “S” shape which eliminates the need for a turbulence correc

tion to the velocity width. Figure 8.1 shows that rotation velocities measured 

using the Ha optical emission line (A =  6562 Â) are very well-correlated with 

HI linewidths and that internal kinematics measured from optical emission 

lines should follow the same TuUy-Fisher relation. Recent simultzineous ob
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servations of [Oil] and Hq (Vogt et ad., 1993) indicate that both lines yield 

the same rotation velocities.

In order to determine whether the internal kinematics of intermediate 

redshift galaxies deviate significaintly from the local TuUy-Fisher relation, 

it is important to define the local locus of that relation in the best way 

possible. Two methods were used to do so. The first method is based on the 

absolute caUbration of the B-bamd TuUy-Fisher relation (Pierce and TuUy, 

1992; Jacoby et al., 1992). This calibration based on 15 local galaxies is given 

by

a 4 ’‘ =  -7A8{logW^a -  2.50) -  19.55 (8.1)

where Mg* is the total B magnitude corrected to a face-on inclination and 

for internal absorption. Wg is the HI linewidth corrected for inclination and 

turbulence according to the prescription of (TuUy and Fouque, 1985):

-b -  2W2oWt{l -  (8.2)

where W r  =  Wg sin z, W20 is the measured HI width at 20% of peak intensity, 

Wt is the expected 20% width due to turbulence (38 km s~^) and Wc is the 

characteristic trainsition width from “homed” to Gaussian-shaped profiles 

(120 km s~^). Thus, for a given absolute magnitude, was obtained 

by finding the roots of eqs. 8.1 and 8.2 with RTSAFE (Press et al., 1986), 

and W20 was then converted to H^ using a Unear regression fit (soUd Une, 

Figure 8.1) to AV 20 (=  W20/ 2 ) versus for 204 galaxies (Mathewson

et al., 1992).
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Figure 8.1: HI hcJf-linewidth. versus rotation velocity for a sample of 204 
nearby galaxies. Data taken from Mathewson et al. (1992)
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The above method suffers from two drawbacks: (1) it is indirect, and (2) 

it does not give any information on the dispersion of the local relation. These 

drawbacks are eliminated by using the Hg rotation velocities and total mag

nitudes of 1355 local galaxies observed by Mathewson et al. (1992) to define 

the locus of the local TuUy-Fisher relation as described in the next section. 

This approach eJlows one to tackle a possible morphological dependence of 

the TuUy-Fisher relation and the wide range of properties of loccd galaxies.

8.2 M orphological D ep en d en ce o f  th e  Tully- 
F isher R ela tion

The question of a possible dependence of the TuUy-Fisher relation on mor

phology expressed as a Hubble type héis been first raised by Roberts (1975). 

It received drastic support from Rubin et al. (1980; 1982; 1985) who mea

sured Hq rotation velocities in a magnitude-limited sample of 21 Sc, 23 Sb 

and 16 Sa géilaxies. At a fixed rotation velocity Vmax, Rubin et al. (1985) 

claimed tha t Sc galaxies were 2 magnitudes brighter in absolute B magnitude 

them Sa’s éind 0.5 magnitude brighter than Sb’s and that the TuUy-Fisher 

relation had a slope of 10 nearly independent of Hubble Type. This result 

deserves considerable attention as such a strong morphologiceil dependence 

could be used to argue that any systematic deviation from the loceil TuUy- 

Fisher relation seen at intermediate redshifts might be due to a wide range 

of loccd gédaxy properties éind strong selection effects.

De Vaucouleurs et al. (1982) used a sample of 173 galéixies with revised 

morphological type T between —2 éind 10 éind heUocentric recession veloci
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ties Vo between 500 and 2000 km s“  ̂ to find least-squares solutions to the 

equation

— =  do 4" ^ i{T  — 4) +  b iX  (8.3)

where is the total absolute magnitude corrected to face-on, X  =  logVmax — 

2.20 and T is the revised morphological type. They obtained three types of 

solutions: (1) aü free parameters, (2) fixed slope 6i = 5 cind (3) fixed slope 6i 

=  10. The free parameter solutions yielded a hx value of 3 and a value of oi of 

zero (within the mean error). A fixed slope of 10 introduced a morphological 

type dependence with values of b\ significeintly different from zero cind as 

high as 0.377 (with a mean error =  0.056).

Aaronson and Mould (1983) in their study of 300 nearby (Vo <  3000 km 

s"^) gedaxies raised a number of im portant issues. They pointed out that 

treating magnitude as the independent variable guarantees the same width

at fixed magnitude for a volume- or magnitude-limited sample, but it does

not guarantee the correct slope. For example, they found that regressing on 

magnitude for each individual type produced steeper slopes which caused an 

cirtificial spread in velocity width a t a  fixed magnitude — i.e. a false type 

dependence. They obtained the best slope representation of their sample in 

a least squares sense by weighting the fit according to the distribution spread 

in each coordinate (in addition to measurement errors) and not by treating 

either absolute magnitude or velocity width as an independent variable. In 

the B band, they found no dependence of the slope on morphological type 

and a slight dependence of the zero point (~  0.4 mag going from Sa to Sc
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with the Sc zero point being féunter) on morphological type.

Many other studies (Fouque et al., 1990; Ichikawa and Fukugita, 1992; 

Bothun et al., 1984; Pierce and TuUy, 1988) argued against a strong morpho

logical dependence of the TuUy-Fisher relation. Bothun et al. (1984) found 

that the mean line width of their sample of 20 Sc I gedaxies (2 < Vmax >  =  

467 ±  20 km s~^) was virtuaUy identiced to the vzdue obtained for the Sb 

sample of Rubin et al. (1982). Pierce and TuUy (1988) found a sUght type 

dependence of at most 0.4 mag in volume-limited samples in the Virgo and 

Ursa Major galaxy clusters.

How can one reconcUe the Rubin et al. (1985) result with the above 

works? The source of the discrepancy may reside in the internal absorption 

corrections appUed to different szimples. Internal absorption corrections are 

very important and poorly-understood in the B bzind, zind this is why much 

recent work has been devoted to zin infrared TuUy-Fisher relation. Rubin et 

al. (1985) appUed the same internal absorption correction (Am,- =  logafh 

where a/b  is the axial ratio of the galaxy image) to all morphological types. 

However, Kodaira and Watanabe (1988) conducted a statistical study of in

ternal absorption in a  sample of 184 disk galaxies and found that internal 

absorption was more importzint in late-type (Sc) galcixies because they con

tained more dust. Any error in the internal absorption correction should 

therefore have more of an impact on late-type galaxies. It is interesting to 

note that, in the sample of Rubin et al. (1985), the dispersion in absolute B 

magnitude increases going from Sa to Sb galaxies and is thus correlated with 

the eimount of interned absorption given by Kodaira and Watanabe (1988). 

Since the different subsamples have different intrinsic dispersions and the Ru
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bin seunple is magnitude-limited, it is conceivable that they may have been 

differentially affected by the Malmquist biéis. Since Mahnquist bias would 

lead to steeper slopes, one would expect the slope of the linezur regression for 

the Sc subsample to  be larger than  for the Sa and Sb subsamples. The slopes 

obtained by Rubin et al. (1985) for their Sa, Sb and Sc subsamples are 9.95, 

10.2 and 11.0 respectively. As mentioned previously, an overestimate of the 

slope win introduce an artificial type dependence (Vaucouleurs et al., 1982; 

Aaronson and Mould, 1983).

Small sample sizes preclude one from settling the issue of morphological 

dependence and the TuUy-Fisher relation. The discrepancy between the Ru

bin result and other studies may only be symptomatic of W ge variations in 

local galaxy properties. These variations can be brought to Ught with a truly 

large local sample. Mathewson et al. (1992) measured total I magnitude and 

Hq rotation velocity for a sample of 1355 local gcilaxies with morphological 

classification. Figure 8.2 shows log Vmax versus absolute I magnitude for 

galaxies with morphological types between T =  1 (Sa) and T =  8 (Sdm). 

Although Mathewson et al. provided total I apparent magnitudes corrected 

for internal absorption, their uncorrected I magnitudes were used to derive 

absolute magnitudes. This is to  insure that the Mathewson et al. data 

can be later compared with the CFHT internal kinematics data for which 

CNOC provided uncorrected apparent magnitudes. Figure 8.2 is a  beauti

ful iUustration of the local TuUy-Fisher locus and its dispersion. There eire 

no systematic shifts between loci of different morphological types, but it is 

obvious that certeiin types (e.g. T =  6) display larger dispersions. Since 

galaxy heUocentric velocities were used to cedculate absolute I band magni
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tudes, some of the scatter in Figure 8.2 actually comes from galcixy peculiar 

velocities. It should therefore be kept in mind that this scatter wiU lead to 

conservative luminosity evolution estimates whenever the Mathewson et al. 

relation is used eis a reference.

The absence of a type dependence in the I band does not necessarily 

apply to the B band since galaxies have different B—I colors. We can convert 

Figure 8.2 to the B band using the B—I colors of local gedaxies. Frei and 

Gunn (1994) have generated tables of colors and k-corrections for different 

Hubble types. Their local (z =  0) B—I colors are 1.72 (She, T =  3—4), 1.32 

(Scd, T =  6—7) and 1.16 (Im, T =  8—9). These color correction were applied 

to the data shown in Figure 8.2 to build Figure 8.3. Rubin et al. (1985)’s Sa 

and Sb Tully-Fisher relations are also plotted for comparison. There cire no 

systematic shifts between loci of different morphologicéd types at the ~  2.0 

mag level as claimed by Rubin et al. (1985).

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 shed some much needed light on the Rubin et al. 

(1985) result. First, the Rubin relations have the wrong slope. They are too 

steep (in the magnitude versus log Vmax sense). The Rubin sample is biased 

against fast rotating Sc galaxies or alternatively, it is biased agednst faint Sc 

galaxies at a fixed rotation velocity. There is a significant number of Sb and 

Sc galaxies in the Mathewson et al. (1992) sample lying right on the Rubin 

Sa relation even though there is only one Sa galaxy in the Mathewson et al. 

(1992) sample. The key here is the léirger dispersion displayed by Sc galaxies. 

This dispersion coupled to small sample size eind selection effects probably 

lead to an artificial type dependence of the Tully-Fisher relation. However, 

the absence of type dependence should not obscure the fact that local late-
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Figure 8.2: The locus of the local H q—I band Tully-Fisher relation and its 
dispersion. Data tciken from Mathewson et al. (1992)
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dispersion. Data taken from Mathewson et al. (1992). B—I colors of Frei 
and Gunn (1994) were used to convert I to B. The solid and dashed lines are 
the Sa and Sb TuUy-Fisher local relations respectively according to Rubin et 
al. (1985).
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B —I colors of Frei and Gunn (1994) were used to convert I to B. The solid 
and dashed lines are the Sa and Sb Tully-Fisher local relations respectively 
according to Rubin et ai. (1985).
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type galaxies do show a large scatter and that this scatter should be carefully 

considered in claims of luminosity evolution at intermediate redshifts. This 

issue is the topic of the next section.

8.3 K inem atical E v id en ce for L um inosity  E vo
lution

As discussed in section 4.1, one can compare the internal kinematics of in

termediate redshift géilaxies with the local TuUy-Fisher to look for kinemat- 

iccd evidence for luminosity evolution. Figure 7.37 shows the CFHT interned 

kinematics results with respect to the absolute calibration of the TuUy-Fisher 

relation (Pierce cind TuUy, 1992) converted to Hg velocities eis explained in 

section 8.1. AU data points except one appear to lie systematicciUy below 

the local TF relation for edge-on galaxies. 9 out of 12 galaxies lie below the 

expected relation for randomly oriented disks. The relation would have to be 

shifted to brighter magnitudes to lie on top of the interned kinematics mea

surements. The target galaxies are too bright for their mass, as one would 

expect from luminosity—dependent luminosity evolution. Number counts 

and redshift studies are unable to differentiate between density emd luminos

ity evolution to expleiin the increéise in the Schechter normaUzation <f>*, since 

to increase <f)*, one can either increéise the number of galaxies or increase 

the luminosity of existing galéixies to L*. Figure 7.37 is clear evidence that 

luminosity is the evolving variable in these intermediate redshift gédéodes.

Table 8.1 lists the chémge in absolute magnitude AM^o for each of the 12 

kinematicaUy normal gédéixies plotted in Figure 7.37. Column 3 gives the Hq
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rotation velocity expected for a galaxy with. Mg, given in Column 2 based 

on the Pierce and Tully (1992) TF calibration. Column 5 gives the absolute 

B magnitude of a galaxy with Vrot sin i  given in Column 4 based on 

the same TF calibration. Column 6 gives the change in absolute magnitude 

AMbo =  Mbo — Mgg. There is a wide range of AMgg, but AMg, appears 

to be ~1.8 mag on average. Interestingly enough, the luminosity evolution 

scenario of Broadhurst et al. (1988) needed AMg, =  +2.2 mag of fading to 

explain the excess of field galaxies seen at z ~  0.4 over no-evolution number 

counts based on the Loveday et al. (1992) LF.

Another aspect of the Broadhurst et al. (1988) was the dependence of 

AMgg on the gas content of géilaxies (Section 3.1). Low-luminosity (i.e. low 

meiss), gas-rich géilaxies underwent more luminosity evolution than brighter, 

relatively géis-poor ones. This led to a non-uniform brightening of the dwéirf 

component of the galaxy population. This non-uniformity would have a 

direct influence on the slope of the TF relation at intermediate redshifts as 

massive galaxies would have smaller AMg^’s. Although the current sample 

is quite sméiU, Figure 7.37 offers tantéilizing hints that such a non-uniform 

luminosity evolution is indeed occurring. The two géilaxies with Vrot sin i ~  

175 km /s and Mg^ ~  —20.4 éire at leéist neéir the dashed line. Galaxies with 

Vrot sin i < 100 km/s have léirger éind more spread out AMg, values even 

though these galaxies roughly have the same mass. It therefore seems that 

low-mass gédaxies éire more éÆfected by whatever process is causing luminosity 

evolution at those redshifts (see Section 8.4 for further discussion). A larger 

séimple is needed to study <AMgg> and o-(AMgo) éis function of redshift 

and géiléixy mass.
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Table 8.1: Luminosity Evolution from Absolute TF relation

Galaxy ED Mbo
y T F  

 ̂rot Vrot sin i A M bo

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

A2390-100686 -19 .4 155 9 1  t i l -17.9 tg j -1 .5  t ° d

A2390-350416 -19.5 160 6 2 t l f -16.9  t U -2 .6  t ° d

A2390-35G471 -2G.3 208 171 i  I t -19.7 -0 .6  t t : t

E1512-301037A -19.1 140 rtn + 22
‘ ‘ -  24 -17 .4  tS:: -1 .7  t ° o t

E1512-301037B -19.1 140 86 t j -17 .7  t t i -1 .4  t t i

E1512-201429 -20 .4 215 151 i  \ l -19.3 t t i -1 .1  t t : l

A2390-200928 -18.2 103 65 i l l -17.0 t t i -1 .2  t V e

A239G-200802 -19.1 140 -198 i  I t -20.1 t l : t +1.0

A239G-2GG372 —20.2 202 -8 6  Î  % -17.7  t l i -2 .5  t ° d

E1512-2GG334 -19.0 136 Q O ttt -16.8 il ; t -2 .2  t \ i

E1512-201268 -18.6 119 33 m -15 .7  ir.r -2 .9

E1512-2G2G96 -20.5 222 28 ± g -15.3  :r.7 -5 .2  t y

It is impossible to tell from Figure 7.37 how much the scatter in the local 

TF relation might contribute to AM%. To solve this problem, the CFHT 

internal kinematics data were plotted against the Mathewson et aî. (1992) 

TF relation shown in Figure 8.3. The result is shown in Figure 8.5. Vrot sin i ’s 

were taken from Table 7.3, and Mg, magnitudes were taken from Table 5.1. 

Since these magnitudes had been computed using Ho =  75, they were shifted 

by +0.62 mag before they were plotted on Figure 8.5. The internal kinematics
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data clearly lie below the centroid of the Mathewson et al. relation. Part of 

the difference comes from the fact that the rotation velocities Y  max given by 

Mathewson et al. are for edge-on galaxies whereas the interned kinematics 

data have not been inclination-corrected. For randomly-oriented disks, the 

Mathewson et al. relation would shift downwards by 0.1 in log V^o® (<Vo6,> 

=  0.7854 <Vedge-on>)- The correction to the Mathewson et al. relation is 

likely to be smaller since target galaxies with elongated CNOC MOS images 

have been preferentially selected.

Even if the Mathewson et al. relation is shifted downwards by a fuU 0.1 

in log Vmax, the internal kinematics data points stdl lie below the centroid of 

the relation. To illustrate the size of the discrepancy, an unweighted lineeir 

fit was made to the data for all morphological types in the Mathewson et al. 

relation. After three 3o--clipping rejection iterations, the fit converged to

logVmax = -0.12(±0.02)Mbo -  0.17(±0.42) (8.4)

The uncertainty on the coefficients are formal 1er errors. This fit was then 

shifted in Mb^ by —1.0 cind —2.0 mag. The result are the three dashed lines 

shown in Figure 8.6. The AMbo =  —2.0 mag line appears to be closer to the 

data points in agreement with the amount of luminosity evolution estimated 

using Pierce and Tully (1992) TF calibration. However, it is immediately 

obvious th a t the TF envelope of local late-type galaxies (Scd-Sm) reaches 

down as far as most of the internal kinematics data points. According to 

Frei and Gimn (1994)’s tables, the target galaxies have colors typical of 

Scd-Sdm galaxies, so a comparison with a subset of the Mathewson et al. 

sample comprising only late-type (T6-T8) might be more appropriate. The
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result is shown in Figure 8.7. After three 3<r-clipping rejection iterations, an 

unweighted linear fit converged to

logVmax =  -0.12(±0.03)M b, -  0.02(±0.56) (8.5)

The TF late-type relation is not systematically different from the global one 

since Equations 8.4 and 8.5 have the same slopes and the same intercepts 

(within the uncertainty).

The scatter in the Tully-Fisher shown in Figures 8.6 and 8.7 comes from 

three sources: interned absorption, galaxy peculiar velocities and variations 

in star formation rates. The Mathewson et al. catalog does list total mag

nitudes corrected for internal absorption. These magnitudes were not used 

because the absolute magnitudes of the galaxies in the CFHT sample were 

not corrected for internal absorption. The effect of galaxy peculiar velocities 

is minor. Peculiar velocities lead to ~10% errors on galaxy distances. The 

major unknown is star formation. The existing body of local TuUy-Fisher 

data is insufficient to ascertain the dependence of local galaxy luminosity 

on the strengths of emission Unes indicative of star formation. In order to 

accurately meeisure magnitude offsets from the TuUy-Fisher relation, each 

galaxy in the CFHT sample (or any other sample for that m atter) should 

be compared to the local TuUy-Fisher relation for galaxies with s im ilar [O il] 

emission Une strengths. This is not possible for now. A large, homogeneous 

Séimple of local emission-line strengths, rotation velocities, morphologies and 

absolute magnitudes is required to settle this issue. This wUl remedn a major 

Umitation of interned kinematics studies at high redshifts as long as technicéd
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Figure 8.5: The locus of the local Hg—B hand TuUy-Fisher relation and its 
dispersion. Data taken from Mathewson et al. (1992). B—I colors of Frei 
and Gunn (1994) were used to convert I to B. Solid circles are the Vmt sin i 
’s versus rest-frame B magnitude of the CFHT internal kinematics data
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Figure 8.6: Kinematical evidence for luminosity evolution at intermediate 
redshifts. The locus of the local Ho,—B band TuUy-Fisher relation for all 
morphological types as defined by data taken from Mathewson e< al. (1992) 
is used cis a reference. Solid circles are the Vrot sin i ’s versus rest-frame B 
magnitude of the CFHT internal kinematics data. The upper long dzished line 
is an unweighted linear fit to aU the local morphological types. This hnear fit 
was then shifted by AMbo =  1.0 mag (middle dashed line) and AMbo =  2.0 
mag (lower dashed line) to represent various degrees of luminosity evolution.
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Figure 8.7: Kinematical evidence for luminosity evolution at intermediate 
redshifts. The locus of the local Ha—B band TuUy-Fisher relation for late 
morphological types (T6—T8) as defined by data  taken from Mathewson et 
al. (1992) is used as a  reference. Solid circles are the Vrot sin i ’s versus 
rest-frame B magnitude of the CFHT internal kinematics data. The upper 
long dashed line is an unweighted linear fit to local late morphological types 
(T6-T8). This linear fit was then shifted by A M bq = 10 mag (middle dashed 
line) and A Mg, =  2.0 mag (lower dashed line) to represent various degrees 
of luminosity evolution.
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requirements restrict them to strong emission-line objects.

8 .4  C om parison  w ith  O ther W orks

This section discusses all available evidence to give a picture of galaxy evo

lution at high redshift consistent with luminosity-dependent luminosity evo

lution. This scenario neatly reconciles the various amounts of luminosity 

evolution seen in the surface brightness and internal kinematics studies.

Starting with internal kinematics, there are three studies which appeéir 

to be at odds with one another: Koo et al. (1995), Vogt et al. (1996) emd the 

CFHT sample presented in this thesis. At the low end of the galaxy mass 

spectrum, Koo et al. (1995) looked at compact, unresolved galaxies with 

narrow emission line widths. They found that the line widths of these galaxies 

were 2—3x lower them expected from the luminosity-linewidth relation of 

normal spiral galaxies. Those low-méiss galaxies were identified with local 

HII galaxies on the basis that they fell on the luminosity-linewidth relation 

of local HII galaxies given by TeUes and Terlevich (1993). At a fixed velocity 

width, the Koo et al. gzdaxies were 4 magnitudes brighter than expected 

from the local TuUy-Fisher relation. At the high end of the gedaxy mass 

spectrum, there is the Keck study of Vogt et al. (1996). The galaxies in this 

study were intrinsicaUy large (r^ > 3.0 kpc) and bright (Mg < —20.7). They 

were also intrinsicaUy massive with typical rotation velocities of 200 km/s. 

Their rotation curves were simUax to those of local normal galaxies, eind the 

increase in luminosity with respect to the local TuUy-Fisher was less than 

0.6 magnitude in the B band.
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The CFHT sample occupies a  niche in size and mass right in between the 

above two Keck samples. The CFHT galaxies were typically a full magnitude 

fainter than the objects in the Vogt et al. study. They were also intrinsically 

smaller with typical disk scale lengths less than 2.0 kpc, and some of them  

were barely resolved. They were also less massive with rotation velocities ~  

100 km /s, but they were nonetheless more massive them the galaxies observed 

by Koo et al. The CFHT galaxies exhibited a diversity of internal kinemat

ics not seen in the Keck study but consistent with local peculiar phenomena 

such as galactic supershells. The kinematically normal galaxies showed an 

increase in luminosity of ~1.5 mag with respect with the local TuUy-Fisher 

relation defined by the Mathewson et al. sample. If mass is taken as an indi

cator of the luminosity aU the galaxies would have had in a quiescent phase, 

then aU three internal kinematics studies can be understood with luminosity- 

dependent luminosity evolution. Low-mass galaxies are more susceptible to 

processes such eis interactions/ mergers which trigger star formation because 

they have a higher gas fraction. Supernova-driven winds and nuclear out

flows wiU also be more damaging to the normal (i.e. rotational) kinematics 

of low-mass galaxies, so their internal kinematics should be more varied.

HII galaxies at high redshifts remain an unknown. There is no doubt 

that some galaxies in the Koo et al. sample are indeed HII galaxies with 

linewidths dominated by low velocity, ionized gas from a smaU number of 

steir forming complexes; they lie too neatly on the luminosity-linewidth rela

tion for HII galaxies. On the other hand, it is not inconceivable that some of 

the galaxies are low-mass, disk galaxies which may have been brightened up 

by 4.0 mag or less. These galaxies may have been lumped with HII galcix-
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ies due to the lack of spatial resolution. As far as the CFHT galaxies Eire 

concerned, their linewidths are clearly not dominated by a few star form ing  

regions. First, [OH] follows the continuum light profile, and [OH] is sym

metrically distributed about the gcdaxian centers. Smooth exponential [Oil] 

distributions are unlikely to be produced by a  small number of star form ing  

complexes. Second, although some of our galaxies have a spatially-resolved 

spectrum with a rotation velocity consistent with zero, others clearly show 

a systematic rotation. Evidence for a giant HH region has been detected in 

one of the CFHT galaxies, but the rotational component could nonetheless 

be isolated and analyzed. An important question must be answered in order 

to accept that HH galaxies play as signihccint a role as Koo et al. claim over 

the redshift range 0.1—0.7 they observed. The timesccde for a star burst is 

typically shorter than 1 Gyr. The redshift range 0.1—0.7 corresponds to a 

time interval of 3.5 Gyrs (Ho=75 and qo =  0.5). If HH galaxies are present 

in great numbers a t all redshifts, then they must be form in g at all redshifts, 

so that the newborn galaxies may replace the fading ones to keep them in 

sufficient numbers over many Gyrs.

The B-band surface brightness /io(B) of field disk galéixies undergoes a 

strong evolution over the redshift range 0.1 < z < 0.6 compared to a local 

z=0.06 relation and the Freeman law (Schade et al., 1996a). At redshifts 

of 0.43 and 0.55, A^o(B) is equal to —1.22 and —0.97 respectively. This is 

consistent with or slightly less than the evolution seen in the CFHT sample, 

and it is certainly more than the amount of evolution seen in the Keck sample 

of Vogt et al.. Looking at Figure 1 of Schade et al. (1996a), there is a hint 

th a t surface brightness evolution depends on the disk scale length. Smaller
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galaxies evolve more drastically than large galaxies. The effect is particularly 

noticeable in the highest redshift bin where the log r^—Mg relation at that 

redshift clearly curves “down” . Taking Mg ~  —21 and <r^> =  4.3 kpc (Ho 

=  75), one can see on the Schade diagram for 0.45 <  z < 0.65 that a large 

num ber of galaxies at (log scale length =  0.8, —21) show little or no evolution 

as observed in the Keck sample.

O f course, the best way to reconcile the evolution seen in surface bright

ness and internal kinematics will be to study both in the scime galaxies. For 

now, luminosity-dependent luminosity evolution is an elegant way to explain 

the available data.
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C onclusion and Future Work

[O II] internal kinematics has been measured iu a sample of 22 intermediate 

redshift galaxies. A number of conclusions can be drawn from this survey:

• The synthetic rotation curve method provides a way to optimally extract 

the best parzimeter values allowed by the noise from low S/N data. W ith 

bigger telescopes and more efficient CCD detectors, this method wiU be 

invaluable to study high redshift objects which are not cts [Oil] strong 

and hence more representative of the local normal galaxy population.

• [Oil] kinematics at intermediate redshifts is varied. 25% of the field 

galaxies in the sample had anomalous kinematics. In some of these 

géJaxies, aU of the [Oil] emission Wcis confined to the nucleus (as in local 

galaxies héirboring active galactic nuclei), and the [Oil] linewidth had no 

relation to galaxy rotation. In one kinematically einomalous galaxy, the 

[Oil] emission may be coming from a gédactic super shell which bears 

a striking resemblance to shells observed in local dwarf irregular galax

ies. It is interesting that peculiarities in internal kinematics have loced 

counterparts. Anomalous galcixies appear to be associated with minor
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merger events, and at least two galaxies appear to be early-types.

• Based on the absolute calibration of the Tully-Fisher relation, galaxies 

in the sample are ~1.5—2.0 magnitudes brighter than expected for their 

rotation velocity. Relatively low-mass galaxies with Vmt of ~100 km /s 

exhibit a  wider range of offsets from the TuUy-Fisher relation. This is 

against arguments for uniform luminosity evolution.

• There is considerable scatter in the local TuUy-Fisher relation especiédly 

for late-type spiral galaxies. There is insufficient local data (e.g. equiv

alent widths for a truly large and homogeneous sample) to determine 

whether most of this scatter comes from variations in star formation 

rates. Since local star-forming galaxies may be systematicaUy brighter 

than expected from the local TF relation for normal galaxies, the magni

tude of the magnitude offset seen in [Oil] strong galsLxies at intermediate 

redshifts may be reduced.

•  A comparison with other works, notably spectroscopy obtained with the 

Keck telescope and CNOC surface brightness measurements, indicates 

the avaUable evidence is best explained by luminosity-dependent lumi

nosity evolution. Large, bright galaxies have rotation curves simUar to 

local normal galaxies cind show no evidence of an offset from the TuUy- 

Fisher. On the other hand, the internal kinematics of smaU, low-mass 

objects are more varied and display a significant TuUy-Fisher offset.

The future prospects for interned kinematics are very exciting. On the loced 

front, the dependence of the local TuUy-Fisher relation on variations in star 

formation rates must be investigated. The conclusions of eiU interned kine

matics studies at high redshifts wiU criticedly depend on that aspect of the
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local TF relation as long as technical requirements restrict them to strong 

emission-line objects.

Properties of kinematically anomalous galaxies such as color, surface 

brightness profiles, [Oil] equivalent widths and diagnostic emission line ratios 

need to be studied for a  léirger sample to confirm that merger events in early 

and late type galaxies may be triggering star formation in the nuclei of some 

intermediate redshift galaxies.

Current scunples cannot be used to determine how the TuUy-Fisher zero- 

point shifts as a function of redshift. The samples are smaU, and they cire 

spread over a  wide range of redshifts. However, it does appear th a t the 

T F  slope does not remain constant under the effect of luminosity-dependent 

luminosity evolution, and larger samples are needed to meeisure luminosity 

changes as a function of redshift and galaxy mass. The dispersion in AL at 

a given mass could be used to look for correlations with other parameters 

such as star formation rate.

Galaxies with [Oil] substructures should be imaged with very high spatial 

resolution with the Hubble Space Telescope and ground-based adaptive optics 

systems such as the CFHT Adaptive Bonnette to find out what kind of 

morphological distortions are associated with those [Oil] substructures.

It would also be possible with integral field spectrographs such as Fabry- 

Perot interferometers and fibre bundles to measure the electron density and 

[0/H ] abundance using diagnostic line ratios (e.g. McCaugh (1991)) as a 

function of position within intermediate redshift galaxies. Maps of N« and 

[0/H ] would be extremely valuable to understanding ionization processes 

éind ISM enrichment mechanisms at work in distant gedaxies.
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Glossary
CC D ; Charge Coupled Device. A two dimensional photometric detector.

C F H T : Canada France Hawaii Telescope.

E /S O /S a /S b /S c /I r r :  Different galaxy morphologies from elliptical (E) through 

the different kinds of spiral (Sa/Sb/Sc) to irregular (Irr).

G yr: One Giga-year. A common notation in the astronomical literature.

IR A F : Image Reduction and Analysis Facility. The most commonly used 

image anzdysis progrzim ia optical astronomy.

M GS: Multi-Object Spectrograph at CFHT.

P a rse r: A unit distance equal to 3.26 light-years. It is the distance at which 

1 astronomical unit would subtend an angle of 1" on the sky.

SIS: Subarcsecond Imaging Spectrograph at CFHT.

SN R: Signal to Noise Ratio.

T F : TuUy-Fisher. The TuUy-Fisher relation links the intrinsic luminosity of 

galaxies to their rotation velocity.
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